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ABSTRACT
This project provides a solution to a problem proposed by a pair of conjoined clients. With
their desire to become fully independent, the clients need an improved mobility device. Being
joined at the head, moving around was always difficult for them and their situation did not get any
better after an accident left one of them immobile. Their current device was a decent and quick
solution at the time it was first needed. However, since its conception the device quickly became
obsolete, and they are now in need of a more effective device that allows them to travel easier.
This project will produce a solution that is not only more effective, but it will also be adaptable to
the clients as time goes on and their situation changes. Beating the odds, the clients are now
reaching a point where they want to be more independent, meaning that unique features such as a
lift system within the device will need to be included. The lift system along with the overall
structure of the device gives the team the opportunity to challenge themselves in creating and
designing a device that meets the needs of the clients.

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
This project is centered around craniopagus clients that need an improved mobility device for
everyday life. Being conjoined at the back of the head with one client facing down and to the left
and the other client permanently looking upward, they have an extremely tough time getting
around on their current mobility device. The client’s current mobility device was made in 2016
following an accident that left one client paralyzed from the waist down. Made of wood and metal,
their current device is bulky and large which does not allow for easy mobility or allow much access
into various places. The device is very heavy and requires a lot of power to move. Characteristics
of their current device no longer provide the optimum usage for them because it was never revised
to grow with them. Since that current device did not grow with the clients, there were many
customizations that were done themselves. A bar was added to provide height to bar that one client
pushes on, since she had grown over the years. And with physical therapy, the other client was
able to gain some mobility back, however the current device does not account for mobility. This
current device does not provide what is needed anymore and seems to be causing more strain and
harm than good. The clients are not able to transfer themselves to the device without assistance,
and the height of the platform one client sits at its not the optimal level for the other client to walk
at. The current mobility device adds strain to the bodies of the clients and requires them to use a
separate device inside their house.
Besides the mobility device designed in 2016, the clients are also using a chair created for them
from a desk chair and a transmission jack. This device is well over 36 kg (80 lbs.) making it too
heavy to get out of the house. In turn, this device is used indoors while the other device is for any
other place. The transmission jack chair has no appliance around the client who walks or anywhere
for her to put anything she is carrying, which leads her to usually pull the chair from where she
and her sister are conjoined because her hands are usually full. This causes a lot of strain on both
clients and becomes very painful. Although, this device does allow one client to lower the jack to
a height that the other client would be able to get on by herself, and to raise the device to a walking
level for the client who walks. Being a desk chair on top, there are two arm rests on either side of
the paralyzed client, however they are not removable. This creates much difficulty whenever the
paralyzed client needs to leave the seat.
With regards to this project, there are many constraints that will come into effect, especially as
time goes on. Environmentally, this device needs to be able to get around outdoors, on any terrain,
and be able to maneuver throughout a house. There is a need to stand up to any environmental
weather and be easily cleaned and maintained. Also, both clients deal with claustrophobia,
meaning there needs to be a lot kept in mind when it comes to building a frame and how each with
be positioned or secured into the device. Something that becomes particularly important is the idea
that they feel secluded from society with this current device, which is imperative to diminish.
1.2 Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project is to provide the clients with a new mobility device that will
combine their current mobility devices that are in use. The family of the clients has put a lot into
having devices to allow them to move around freely and comfortably. When the team met with the
clients, there was an electric wheelchair, the current outdoor mobility device, and the indoor red
mobility device. The idea would be to take the best design elements and combine them into a single
device that could be used comfortably indoors and outdoors. Also, the clients made it noticeably
clear that they want to become independent and be able to operate this device with no assistance.

The goal is to have a new device created that will fulfill generic needs while having additives to
improve their lives with customized parts. This device will need to allow the clients to feel free
while having control and maneuverability while also having the freedom of a lift and the
accessibility of having appliances designed around their capabilities.
1.3 Previous Work Done by Others
There is only one device that has been created for this specific need, to the extent of the team’s
knowledge. The current device used by the clients was created in 2016 and is the only device that
has been produced for the mobility of conjoined twins. This device was invented by the
Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago (RIC) which is now known as the Shirley Ryan Ability Lab.
Since the team that built the device no longer is no longer employed by the company, there was
no way for the device to be tweaked or redone for the clients. Through extensive research, there
has been no other documented conjoined twin mobility devices.
1.3.1 Existing Products
Looking at what needs to be done and how the team plans to go about completing it, there will
be no previous work like it done on the market. After extensive research, there are no mobility
devices that fit close to what is needed, let alone something for conjoined twins. Although there is
an extensive number of motorized electric wheelchairs, which is something the family already had
some previous experience with. There are many different versions of the electric wheelchair that
fit many unique needs; however, none have the lifting component to them, or would have the space
for a second person. Also, the team believed at one point that using a hydraulic lift will be the best
course of action. There are many different versions of a hydraulic lift that range from tables to
jacks. Although the team would not consider this situation a disability, there are
many unconventional products that would account for disabilities. The market has extensive
amounts of wheelchairs and walkers for those who cannot walk or those who need assistance with
walking.
1.3.2 Patent Search Results
Since there are no completed products that will be what the team is looking for, the team looked
at patents for specific components that will be implemented into the final design. Upon searching
the term “hydraulic scissor lift,” there were 37 results found. With further inspection of the results,
there were only a few patents addressing a hydraulic scissor lift. However, after reading the
documents, most of the hydraulic lifts were being used in reference to uses other than a lift table.
These documents were referring to a skid steer (Patent 11), a scissor lift in the center of the frame
of a vehicle (Patent 20), and battery exchanges Patent 18 & 19). Although, there were a few
patents that depicted designs alike what the team would like to compose. One patent depicted an
all-terrain vehicle that had a scissor lift underneath the seat that lifted the operator to a desired
height to complete a task (Patent 24). Also, there was a patent including a truck, where the truck
bed would be lifted by a scissor lift (Patent 12). Other than the two patents mentioned above, there
were no hydraulic scissor lifts that referred to a lift table.
1.4 Brief Overview of the Report
This report contains information regarding the project which is to develop a device that can be
used by a pair of conjoined twins. The clients need a mobility device that can provide them with
more independence than their current device. Because of their restricted mobility, the team will
have to design a device that is custom-made and never seen before. Although, similar parts within
the design can be found through different resources. The team will oversee assembling everything
together to create a product that meets the needs of the clients. The most important feature of the

mobility device is its lifting mechanism placed in the center of the device. While providing good
stability and precision, the lifting system must be able to lift at least 90.718 kg (200 lbs.) slowly
and safely. Also, with the lifting system, the trigger that controls the lift must be easy for either of
the clients to operate or access depending on the situation.
The optimal design was made specifically to meet the request of the clients. For that reason,
the final slimmer version of the design will allow the clients to maneuver most hallways and doors
as well as manage any inclines and surface transitions. This means that the use of specific caster
wheels is being considered for shock absorption and comfort on these different types of surfaces.
The wheels should also be able to manage all kinds of terrain while maintaining their integrity as
well as keep the device balanced. Although not included in this report, at the start of the project,
the team considered the implementation of different secondary features such as cushions,
handlebars, cup holders, etc. The team believes that small features like this will help improve the
quality and life of the device when it is being used.
This report will discuss various aspects and characteristics of the device. Along with the
various constraints, and safety issues, it includes a detailed explanation of each part of the device
designed by every member of the team. For example, when it comes to choosing the right
materials, knowing that this device will be outside of most of its use means that the environment
will play a large part in its life. Since the mobility device will most likely be made from metal,
there will need to be either a corrosive resistant coating on the metal, or the metal chosen will need
to be corrosive resistant. Also, the device needs to be 100% waterproof or mostly waterproof in
the chance that it could be caught in different weather conditions. Whether it be from sidewalks to
gravel or mud, the device needs to be able to manage different terrains and not be constricted to
just pavement.
The project design section of this report will include all alternative designs made by each
member of the team. Fortunately, the team produced one optimal design out of the three alternative
designs. By taking different ideas from the different designs, the optimal design included all
aspects that the team was looking for. Along with its subunits, this section includes drawings
through a cad software to better understand the concept being delivered. All information regarding
the constraints, safety issues, impact of engineering, safety, is presented in this report and will
change constantly as the device continues to be developed. The budget, timeline, and team member
contributions are also presented in this report. All of these are important to the report because they
emphasize in the productivity, availability, economic constraints, and the final deadline for the
project.
2

PROJECT DESIGN

Alternative designs were looked at for this project and three were developed. Two designs
focused on an electric approach while the other design centered around non-electric and hydraulic
lifting mechanisms.

2.0.1 Alternative Design 1

Figure 1: Overall Design of Scissor Lift Assembly

The first alternative design to be discussed is a hydraulic scissor lift. Although scissor lifts
are usually seen within construction, automotive industry, and maintenance, the scissor lift also
fits the need of this project. For this mobility device project, there is a need to have a device that
has an adjustable height from 0.4318 m (17 in.) to at least 0.7112 m (28 in.). With the adjustable
nature of a scissor lift and how compact they can become; the hydraulic scissor lift fits the bill.
Also, the strength of the scissor lift allows for the weight required to be on top of the entire system.
Figure 1 above shows the overall design of the scissor lift assembly for this design. Below there is
a description of the subassemblies themselves, and the results of conducted simulations through
the program SOLIDWORKS.

Figure 2: Base Platform of Design

Figure 2 above depicts the base platform used for this design. It is composed of four casters
and four pieces of 90° L-channel. The front casters that are used in this model are a Cart-King
Caster (2502T42, McMaster Carr, Elmhurst, Illinois). These casters include 360° rotation while
also having a total lock on them. These casters are used for the front since there is a need for
locking the mobility of the device and these would be the two casters that are behind the primary
user of the lift. The casters in the back are also Cart-King Casters (2502T62, McMaster Carr,
Elmhurst, Illinois), however they are just 360° swivel casters with no locking mechanism. Each

caster has mount height of 0.127 m (5 in.), taking up a good portion of the require 0.4318 m height
requirement. The capacity per caster is 1067.57 N (240 lbs.), which allows for more weight on the
scissor lift than will be necessary. The wheels of the casters are made from polyurethane rubber,
the chosen casters have a durometer rating of firm, the hardness is rated as durometer 95A.
Although there were three options available, soft, firm, and hard, the firm tread was picked to
allow for more shock absorption than the hard would allow for, but also have a strength higher
than the soft since it will need to go outside and survive against outdoor elements.
The frame used is composed of 6061 multipurpose aluminum 90° L-channel (8982K15,
McMaster Carr, Elmhurst, Illinois). The channel itself have an outside height and width of 0.0254
m (1 in.) while the inside height and width are 0.0206 m (0.8125 in.), which allows for the
thickness of the bar to be .00476 m (0.1875 in.). This thickness was used due it was thin enough
to allow it to be light weight, while at the same time it was thick enough to allow for the strength
to hold all the weight that would be allied on it. The yield strength of each bar is 2.41317e+8 Nm-2 (35,000 psi), while also being rated as Brinell 80 (soft) which makes the material easy to
machine. The frame itself is 0.5588 m (22 in.) wide by 0.4064 m (16 in.) long. The goal of the
frame was to make it smaller than the current device used which was 0.6096 m (24 in.) wide by
0.5588 m (22 in.), while still allowing for enough room for the user to be comfortable. For Figure
1, the corners of each bar we cut to a 45° angle to allow for connection to each other. The goal
would be to weld the bars together, instead of bolt, to allow for a stronger connection.

Figure 3: Front View of Scissor Lift

Figure 4: Zoomed in Photo of Bottom Right Scissor Lift Corner

The scissor lift that was designed is a two-stage lift, comprised of eight bars in total. Figure 3
above is a front view of the lift that was created using SOLIDWORKS. The scissor lift is composed
of eight aluminum scissor lift bars, four nylon spacers, eight aluminum cross supports, fifty nylon
washers, twelve ball bearings, fifteen bronze sleeve bearings, thirty-two c-clips, and four neoprene
and aluminum rollers. The total weight of the scissor lift assembly is 8.52186 kg (18.7875 lbs.).
Each side is composed of four independent bars. Each bar has a length of 0.46355 m (18.25 in.),
made from multipurpose 6061 aluminum, being 0.0079 m (0.3125 in.) thick and 0.0381 m (1.5 in.)
wide. Each bar will have holes machined into them for either a bearing or a bushing. The support
rods will span the distance between the two sets of bar linkages, these lengths will depend on
which set of bars they are going to. The overall width of the scissor lift assembly is 0.3429 m (13.5
in.) wide, with the height changing depending on what the user needs. Figure 4 above depicts a
zoomed in portion of the bottom right corner of Figure 3. This fixture is where the scissor lift will
be fixed to the bottom frame. Made of multipurpose aluminum, this fixture will take most of the
brunt force to propel the scissor lift. There will be two bearings within the fixture to connect to the

cross-support rod. To hold the scissor lift within place of the support, there will be washers along
with c-clips, which will not allow for any movement.

Figure 5: Full Assembly of Scissor Lift

The rollers, depicted in the bottom left corner of Figure 5, are made of neoprene, and have an
internal shaft made of aluminum. These rollers will move along the 0.5588 m (22 in.) side of the
frame on the base platform and the top platform. Since the other end of the lift is fixed, these rollers
are responsible for the lifting and lowering of the lift. With the wheels rolling towards the fixed
end to raise the lift and rolling away to lower it. There is a fear that the neoprene rubber will not
be strong enough to withstand all the force that they will endure, so they may be replaced by
another material. Figure 6 shows an isometric view of the scissor lift model. The cross-support
rods are made of solid multipurpose 60601 aluminum with a diameter of 0.0254 m (0.5 in.). As
mentioned above, the length of the rods will differ based on their placement. Some rods are going
from outside bar to outside bar, while others are going inside to inside, or outside to inside bar.
Each bar will have four c-clip grooves machined into them to maintain a more rigid structure to
keep everything in place.

Figure 6: Linear Actuator Mounted on Scissor Lift

Although the hydraulics for this lift are a work in progress, there is known information about
the used cylinder that can be shared. This cylinder has a base of 0.1016 m x 0.1016 m (4 in x 4
in.). It would be mounted as shown in Figure 6, between the two fixed mounts on the base frame.
The cylinder chosen was made by Redline (REML-BJ-M, Redline, Waukesha, Wisconsin.). It has
a 907.18 kg (2000 lbs.) rated capacity. The retracted height is 0.2286 m (9 in.) with the extended
length being 0.36195 m (14.25 in.). The stroke length is 0.13335 m (5.25 in.). The shaft of the
cylinder would push up and to the right on the middle of the second scissor lift stage. There would
be two-foot pedals off to the side to allow for the lift to go up, and one to release the hydraulics
and allow the lift to lower.

Figure 7: Top Platform Subassembly

Figure 7 above shows the top platform subassembly. For the purpose of this paper and the
analysis below, the fixed mounts from the top of the scissor lift sub assembly will be included in
the top platform assembly. Like the base frame mentioned above, the frame will be composed 6061
multipurpose aluminum 90° L-channel (8982K15, McMaster Carr, Elmhurst, Illinois). This
framework has the same dimensions and specifications of bottom frame. In the back two corners
of Figure 7, there are the fixed mounts from the scissor lift assembly. These mounts are 0.00508
m (0.2 in.) taller than the fixed mounts on the bottom of the scissor lift assembly. This is so the top
platform can be higher than the diameter of the rolling wheel, which is 0.0508 m (2 in.). In the
front corners of Figure 7, there are two more fixed support mounts. These mounts are to mimic the
back supports and provide for two more points of contact for the top platform to be attached to.
All the support mounts are made of multipurpose 6061 aluminum and will be milled to size and
shape. The support mounts will be fastened to the frame with bolts and tapped holes. The top
platform consists of a 0.009525 m (0.375 in.) thick piece of polycarbonate. This polycarbonate
sheet (8574K56, McMaster Carr, Elmhurst, Illinois) has a tensile strength of 6.1363e+7 N-m-2 6.55e+7 N-m-2 (8,900 psi – 9,500 psi), and an impact strength of 16.27 N-m – 24.40 N-m (12-18
ft-lbs-in-1). Polycarbonate was chosen over Plexiglas since the mechanical properties of
polycarbonate such as impact and tensile strength were much stronger than that of Plexiglas. Also,
metal was not chosen for the want of keeping this as strong as possible, yet as light as possible.

2.0.2 Alternative Design 2

Figure 8: Isometric View of Design

Figure 9: Front View of Device

Figure 10: Side View of Device

The second alternative design to be discussed is a completely electric lift featuring linear
actuators. Office desks and tables that can be raised and lowered automatically using linear
actuators are becoming increasingly popular. Considering the needs for this project, what we need
very closely resembled these types of tables only it needs to be lighter and more mobile. This
design will modernize the way our client currently gets around by making the lifting mechanism
all electric and eliminating the need for any strenuous. The design is relatively simple and will
consist of two main parts. One being the top and bottom because they are relatively similar and
the other being the lift system itself. The top and bottom are simply reflections of one another. The
linear actuators are not only water resistant, but automatically programmed to synchronize the
raising and lower procedure between all four actuators even when dealing with an unbalanced
load. The entire design is an example of how adding electricity can simplify complicated and
laboring experiences. Figure 8 above is an isometric view of the device, Figure 9 is a front view,
and Figure 10 is a side view of the device.
The top and bottom of the device are relatively simple. The top features a sheet of 5052
Aluminum alloy approximately 55.8 cm (22 in.) long by 50.8 cm (20 in.) wide by 0.318 cm (0.125
in.) thick. The longer sides of the sheet with a section approximately 5.08 cm (2 in.) wide will be
welded at a 90-degree angle upward making the top platform now 55.8 cm long by 40.64 cm (16
in.) wide. The wings that have been created will serve as the location that our actuator brackets
will be mounted on. For added thickness and durability if needed, a sheet of Polycarbonate or other
shelving material can be added in between the created wings on either the top or bottom. The
bottom will feature the same alloy except the sheet will be 55.8 cm by 48.26 cm (19 in.) with
welded wings on the long sides that are 3.81 cm (1.5 in.) wide. Both the top and the bottom
platform will feature t-shaped actuator brackets (BRK-01, Progressive Automations). By using tshaped actuator brackets, we can save space while mounting our actuators vertically. Once secured
to the device, the connection to the actuators is simple featuring a two-pin system that is
lightweight and durable. The bottom platform will also feature the casters. The casters that are
used in this design are the same total lock casters used in the previous design (2502T42,
McMaster Carr). These casters include 360° rotation while also having a total lock on them.
This design will feature four of these casters with one placed on each corner to allow plenty of
locking options and the ability to have a more secured parking system.

Figure 11: Hall Effect Linear Actuator

The Hall effect linear actuator to be discussed is shown above in Figure 11. The lift system is
the most complicated and important part of this design. The main component of the system is the
four linear actuators positioned at the four corners of the device. The linear actuators chosen for
this design have a stroke length of 25.4 cm (10 in.). This results in a hole-to-hole retracted length
of 45.39 cm (17.87 in.) and an extended length of 70.79 cm (27.87 in.). The actuators themselves
are lightweight, only weighing approximately 2.722 kg (6 lbs.). They have the capability to lift
181 kg (400 lbs.). This specific actuator requires 24 VDC and, depending on the load, pulls current
between two Amps and six Amps. Its speed will vary by load as well with a speed of 1.321 cm/s
(0.52 in/s) with no load, and a speed of 0.889 cm/s (0.35 in/s) when at full load. It also falls into
the protection class of IP66. This means that not only are they completely resistant to dust and
debris, but they are also water resistant when not completely submerged. Most importantly, the
actuators chosen are Hall effect linear actuators (PA-04-10-400-HS-24VDC, Progressive
Automations). Linear actuators with Hall effect capabilities allow the user to add a Hall effect
sensor and program to synchronize up multiple actuators that will move at the same time even with
varying loads. These specific actuators have a Hall effect sensor built into them, allowing easy
synchronization to account for different loads on different areas of the device. This is crucial for
dealing with a table that may not have equal force being applied at each actuator.

Figure 12: FLTCON-4 Control Box

These actuators will be connected to a control box that will be receiving and outputting the
necessary power. It is important that the control box, shown above in Figure 12, is formatted to
manage four different linear actuators. The control box chosen (Progressive Automations,
FLTCON-4 will have four channels making it capable of running four different linear actuators at
the same time. This specific type of control box has Hall effect programming already built in to
allow a simple and easy “plug and play” system. This control box requires between 110 and 120
VAC and supplies up to 6.25 Amps and 24 VDC to each actuator. This control box allows for a
wired or wireless remote that can be used to easily lift the device up and down to any needed
height. For more ease of use, the user can choose a remote that features the ability to save a specific
height to a list of presets. While doing all this, the box maintains a relatively low weight of only
0.953 kg (2.1 lbs.). The box combined with the chosen battery to be discussed will provide
important
electrical
protection
for
the
device.
These
precautions
consist
of overcharge protection, over discharge protection, overcurrent protection, short circuit protecti
on.

Figure 13: Control Box Mounted on Flat Surface

The last part of the electrical system is how the device will receive power. The client will be
constantly on the go so operation away from an outlet will be necessary. For this design, a special
power bank was chosen that provides mobile power (Progressive Automations, PA-BT1-24-2200).
This bank functions by mounting a dock to the device that plugs into the control box. The user
then takes the fully charged power bank and slide it into the dock, allowing the control box to be
supplied by the power bank. It also falls into the protection class of IP54 which means it is resistant
to splashes of water and dust will not interfere with its operation. The power bank also features a
battery indicator, so the user always has an idea as to how much battery is left in the bank. A final
interesting feature is a USB port allowing the user to have the ability to charge their mobile device
using their table device. These two electrical devices will be hidden somewhere underneath the
top platform to help keep them from unnecessary danger. The battery chosen and how it can be
mounted to the bottom of a flat surface is shown above in Figure 13.

2.0.3 Alternative Design 3

Figure 14: Alternative Design 3 Drawing

In the third alternative design, shown above in Figure 14, the major differences are the design
of the body of the device and the use of a linear actuator. The main objective of the new device is
to design a lifting mechanism that can provide the ease of accessibility and comfort of the clients.
So, in one of the team’s alternative designs it was established to use a hydraulic scissor lift which
is good for lifting heavy loads and maintaining the load evenly distributed as it pushes up.
However, in this alternative design the team will implement a linear actuator which also has the
capacity to lift heavy loads at a lower speed. With a much less complicated mechanism, less noise,
and fewer pinching points, an electric linear actuator may be the most fitted for the mobility device
as they also fulfill the increasing demands concerning environmentally sound equipment. The
measurement for the lifting range of the lifting mechanism is 22.86 cm (9 in.) and the minimum
weight it should be able to lift is at least 90.718 kg (200 lbs.) which is why it is important to choose
carefully all the specifications regarding the amount of weight it can lift, the inch stroke, the speed,
etc.

Figure 15: Drawing of Foldable Lever Arms

Figure 16: Slots in the Vertical Link

Figure 17: Foldable arms in lowered position

For the front part of the device, the goal was to get rid of more of the unnecessary weight of
the mobility device. By taking out the horizontal front bottom portion and installing foldable lever
arms that lock into place, as shown in Figure 15, there is a lighter device that combines both the
lower weight goal and the seclusion factor that the twins were trying to avoid. For most of the
device, the design includes the use of Anodized Multipurpose 6061 Aluminum Round Tubes found
on Mc Master Carr. The challenging part of this section would be the welding and union of all

links to the desired measurements. As far as the foldable lever arms, the pivot points are located
at the center of the arm as well as the end of the arms allowing it to slide down through a slot from
within the vertical link of the base, as shown in Figure 16. The height of the initial point of the
lever arm is the same height as the maximum height of the lifting mechanism which is about 71.12
cm (28 in.). And the end of the lever arm is just slightly tilted up to a few more inches to provide
more comfort to the clients when grabbing the bar. When lowering both the entire arms vertically,
shown in Figure 17, one of the clients can exit without any complications as the lever arms are
only there for the purpose of pushing/moving the device. The amount of material we will need on
the front of the device for its length will depend on a more careful measurement of the client’s
position of her arms which is about 50.8 cm (20 in.) long from the base

Figure 18: Top View of Aluminum Mounting
Plate for Linear Actuator

Figure19: Back View of Aluminum Mounting
Plate for Linear Actuator

The most interesting part of the design is shown in the back of the device where the electric
components occur. As mentioned in the overview, this design includes the use of an electric linear
actuator which is a quite simple form of linear motion either pushing or pulling with the connection
of an electric gear motor. The battery for this lifting mechanism will have to be placed on the
bottom surface of the device. The most common use of battery for the electric linear actuator is
the AC 12 V battery which provides a stable motion with sufficient load support depending on the
type of linear actuator used. A promising long lasting 12V battery could be found on Mc
Master Carr which is the Sealed Large-Cell Battery for Continuous Use at $85 and the best option
price wise for a 12V 8-inch (20.32 cm) stroke linear actuator is found on Amazon for $69 which
also has a maximum lift capacity of 102.058 kg (225 lbs.) model number LIN-ACT1-08. Now, the
position of the linear actuator is important in this design, if placed on one of the corners of the base
then we risk a fracture point to the opposite side of the lifting platform. For that reason, two options
are considered, either place the linear actuator in the middle attached to some links or spend the
extra money to obtain another linear actuator that can be placed on the other side of the base to
even out the weight pushing down. If the figure below is used as the final design, we will need a
plate to hold the top platform which could be found on McMaster Carr as a threaded mounting

aluminum plate. Above in Figure 18, the top view placement of the linear actuator is drawn to
scale with Figure 19 showing the back view.

Figure 20: Slot and Pole System Drawing

Another option to consider when building the platform on top is having slot holes on each
corner of the platform and installing poles on each corner with the same hole diameter from the
platform. That way, when the linear actuator moves up and down, the platform can just slide up
and down parallel to the surface without having to attach the platform to the mounting plate. An
example of this slot and pole system is shown above in Figure 20.
For the bottom section there is the base of the mobility device as well as the Caster wheels and
positioning of the linear actuator. Being easy to weld and resistant to corrosion, the Multipurpose
6061 Aluminum Rectangular Tubes from McMaster Carr will be used for the base of the bottom
sections of the device. Just like the top part of the device, the bottom section will be 45.72 cm by
45.72 cm (18 in. by 18 in.) using the 0.318 cm (0.125 in.) thick material ASTM B221. Along with
the outer surface, the base support for the linear actuator will be designed to support it right in the
middle so that it can lift the platform at least 22.86 cm (9 in.) evenly upward. The base support
will consist of two links intersected diagonally to create a small area in the middle for the linear
actuator to go on.

Figure 21: Linear Actuator Support Drawing

Figure 22: Caster Base System Drawing

The wheels are another important element for this alternative design. Initially, the team decided
to have the locking mechanism for the wheels on the front of the device only but upon careful
inspection it would make more sense to implement them on the side of the device where the longest
side of the device is located. The reason for this is because locking the mechanism on its longest
side will create less motion once static when the locking mechanism is activated. Above, a figure
of the actual position of each wheel is shown. For its cushion factor, breaking options, and price,
the swivel with brake and flat free 7.62 cm (3 in.) diameter rubber wheel could be the best option.
It can withstand 54.431 kg (120 lbs.) per caster and most importantly it is shock absorbing. For the
other side of the device, the team plans to use wheels without a locking mechanism and just like

the wheels from the opposite side, the amount of weight it can withstand is 54.431 kg. The model
found on McMaster Carr is the Caster with 9.525 cm x 6.668 cm (3.75 in. x 2.625 in.) mounting
plate 4941T31. The linear actuator supports along with the caster base system are shown below in
Figure 21 and Figure 22.
2.0.4 Specifications and Constraints
For economic constraints, there is a hard budget of a thousand dollars. The team is already
aware that they will be over the budget with their design. The team will be writing to the client
asking if there could be a financial investment of another two thousand dollars. In the meantime,
the optimal design chosen was far cheaper to produce than the other two because of less metal
being used and far less actuators being incorporated.
With regards to the environmental constraints, this mobility device will be in many different
settings throughout its lifetime. It will need to be able to maneuver in some outdoor settings as
well as indoor. The team chose this specific design because not only would it be the lighter of the
three, but the wheel combination chosen will allow for improved mobility across multiple different
surfaces. This design also considers more the other environmental influences such as dirt and rain
to allow for a safer design. This is accomplished by choosing components with a high protection
rating.
Sustainability was considered because of how long this device will have to remain in use. With
the chosen design, the scissor lift especially, there will be a build of materials given to the users
and their family with parts and their manufacturers in case there is a part that needs to be replaced.
The device itself needs to be able to survive a long time so the design chosen had to be one
containing parts that can be easily replaced. This design accomplishes that idea more than the other
two.
While the manufacturability of this design is not necessarily better than the others, it does
allow the team to have to machine the least number of parts while remaining the cheapest. While
most of the scissor lift will have to be machined, the rest of the design can be purchased and
attached with ease. This allows for more time to be spent on the correct machining of the device
and less time to be spent on the manufacturing of the little components such as the wheels
brackets.
For ethical constraints, the team put a lot of thought into making sure the clients will be safe
when operating the device, and that people surrounding the device will also be safe. The team
chose this design because it allowed for the safest up and down motion and while reaching each
height that was specified safely. This design also includes safety features with the chosen electric
components that may have not been included in previous alternative designs. The safety of the user
is paramount for this project.
As previously stated, the health and safety of the user was the most important influence when
the team was choosing its design. It was decided that the electrical provisions in place along with
being able to reach lower than the other designs made this one the correct choice. All the materials
chosen will not cause any health or safety concerns with regards to toxicity. However, with safety
in mind, the team will construct a thorough and detailed instruction booklet that can be used by
the user in the event something goes wrong, they can confidently and safely fix it.
Looking at societal constraints, the team wanted to choose a design that allowed them to feel
more at ease in a group of people. Their current device is large and bulky, which does not allow
them to have a minimal impact on social events and being in public. The team chose a device that

allowed for a more freeing feeling as opposed to the “box” that is the current device being used. By
shaving off unneeded space and including more quality-of-life improvements, this design was
thought to be the one that would provide the most social comfort.
This mobility device should not run into any issues when it comes to political constraints.
There is nothing on the device that will provide a negative profile on any race, gender, or minimize
any certain group of people. Also, there is no part of this product that will go against any patent or
any group dealing with political involvement. This device will also not be physically or mentally
destructive for the users or anyone around the device.
2.1 Optimal Design
2.1.1 Objective
Mobility devices are widely used throughout the world. Many people with disabilities depend
on these mobility devices to help them go through their daily routine. Unfortunately, not all
mobility devices are built to fit the needs of certain people with disabilities. In this case, this project
is centered around craniopagus clients who need a device that can improve mobility and provide
comfort and undependability. Therefore, out of the three designs the team produced, only one
optimal design was chosen. This optimal design includes different aspects of each of the alternative
designs. They include the scissor lift, the linear actuator, and the front portion of the device as the
attachment for mobility. Besides improving the mobility of the clients, this optimal design includes
a lifting mechanism which is a combination of a scissor lift and linear actuator. The device moves
a platform up and down as needed by the clients. In this optimal design the team accounted for
ease of construction, design requirements, safety, and the economic standards.
The optimal design is split into four different sections, the front assembly, the scissor lift, the
linear actuator, and the top frame assembly. Each section has its unique purpose for the overall
function of the mobility device. For example, the front assembly is designed specifically to help
the clients move the device with ease to any direction, it allows for easy entry and exit with its
foldable lever arms. The bottom and top frame assemblies are also important because they are built
around the lifting mechanism, the device needs a good stable device, and this provides the
necessary parts for it. The scissor lift was designed to be able to lift the top frame with good
stability and it is mounted on the bottom assembly. And finally, the electrical component of the
device which is implemented within the scissor lift is optimal to the functionality of the scissor
lift, allowing for a lift range of 15.24 cm (6 in.).
One of the first parts of the mobility device design was the scissor lift. Since the requirement
for a lifting mechanism was priority, a scissor lift idea was introduced right away. There have been
some changes to the lifting mechanism since the project was started. At first, the scissor lift was
supposed to work in junction with a hydraulic pump, but it was later changed to work with a linear
actuator instead. Although easier to maintain and cheaper the linear actuator proved to be the most
efficient way to lift the frame. The scissor lift is composed of eight total bars made of aluminum
and the whole assembly has a total weight of 8.5 kg. One aspect to consider when designing the
scissor lift is that one side will be fixed while the other side will have rollers which will move
along the side of the top and bottom frame. While there could have been other simpler methods

for lifting the top frame of the device, the scissor lift provides something that other lifting
mechanism do not, stability and a more rigid structure.

Figure 23: Block Diagram of Linear Actuator Function

Above, Figure 23 is a block diagram of how the linear actuator works. The only electrical
component in this device is the linear actuator, the reason for the introduction of the linear actuator
in the device is simply because the lifting mechanism is a linear vertical motion. Due to suggestions
from colleagues and professors, a linear actuator was ideal to the design and chosen because of its
high level of precision. The biggest challenge for this part was to choose the right type of linear
actuator along with its wiring and possible built-in speed control. For this project the actuator
chosen is a Progressive Automations model PA-17 heavy duty linear actuator, it will have an input
voltage of 12VDC and maximum current of 20A and minimum current of 3.5A. The team also
decided to have a control box that can control the motion of the linear actuator wirelessly. This is
important since the clients will be in constant motion in and out of the device making wireless
connections more efficient. Another aspect to consider is the amount of force the linear actuator
can withstand. The team can be certain that the linear actuator needs be able to lift at least 90.718
kg (200 lbs.) and the chosen actuator meets those needs. Since there are different varieties of
batteries in the market, there are many to choose from but a 12V 6Amp Milwaukee or similar
battery is being considered as well as the need for adapters. Regarding the speed of the linear
actuator, a simple way to change the speed is to reduce or increase the voltage in which the user
drives it but if the battery voltage is set then a built-in speed control can be considered.
Another important part of the mobility device is the front assembly which will be used to push,
pull, and rotate the entire device. Made from aluminum 6061, it will consist of two lever arms and
a base which will be assembled to the bottom frame of the device. The most unique characteristic of
the front assembly is its ability to create space when not in use. Given the requests from the clients
a device that was less heavy, less bulky, and have a better functionality was needed, and the front
assembly design provides that. The front lever arms will consist of four bars, two pins, and two
rollers. The base part of the front assembly will consist of the three bars linked together via welding
forming a rectangular shape with a bar in the middle for structural stability and endurance. The bar
in the middle might also be used to design a folding or sliding seat which their current device has.
By doing a careful analysis on the device, a concerning part of the front assembly design are its
weak points. Since the front assembly of the device will be under strenuous use, a displacement or
bending of the lever arm could happen over time. This can be avoided by providing less friction

from the ground and wheels or by increasing the density or diameter of the lever arms which are
connected to the base.
The optimal design was carefully chosen by the team based on the structure of the device, its
cost, efficiency, etc. In the first alternative design, the team decided to get rid of the hydraulic
pump because of its sensitivity to temperature changes, danger of leakage, among other things. In
the second alternative design, the use of four linear actuators was introduced. While it was a good
start to the design because of its simplicity, eventually it turned out to be too much for the design
and the team ultimately decided to cut down the number of actuators used and stick to only one in
junction with the scissor lift. In the third alternative design, the front assembly of the device was
introduced. While this front assembly was necessary for the overall mobility of the device, the idea
of one linear actuator in the middle of the top frame was not ideal. Therefore, ideas from all three
alternative designs were included in the final optimal design. Its unique purpose is to provide a
lifting mechanism and better mobility for the twins.
2.1.2 Subunits
2.1.3 Bottom Frame Assembly

Figure 24: Bottom Frame Subassembly

The first subassembly to be discussed is the bottom frame assembly. This assembly is depicted
in Figure 24 above. This subassembly is composed of three 4.7625 mm (0.1875 in.) thick pieces
of L-channel (8982K15, McMaster Carr, Elmhurst, Illinois), which allow the frame to be 35.56
cm (14 in.) wide by 60.96 cm (24 in.) long with a height of 25.4 mm (1 in.). There is a 45° corner
cut on both sides of the back 35.56 bar, and a 45° corner cut on the back sides of each side bar.
This will allow for the frame to be welded together at those points. The short back Lchannel also has a notch cut in it to allow for the movement of the linear actuator that will be
mentioned in an upcoming subassembly section.

Figure 25: Three Types of Casters Used in the Bottom Frame Subassembly

There are three different types of wheels on this assembly, all are shown in Figure 25 above.
The wheel in the back (opposite side of the open portion) is a 10.16 cm (4 in.)
diameter polyurethane wheel with a 12.7 cm (5 in.) mount height. These casters are cartking casters (2502T62, McMaster Carr, Elmhurst, Illinois), they have 360° swivel with no brake
and weigh 0.83461 kg (1.840 lbs.) each. There will be two of this caster in total, meaning there is
a total caster weight of 1.66922 kg (3.68 lbs.) for this single caster set. The middle caster is also
a cart-king caster (2502T42, McMaster Carr, Elmhurst, Illinois), however this caster has a total
lock on the mechanism. This allows for the user to set the brake, and the brake will stop the caster
from spinning along with stopping the wheel itself from spinning. A single caster of this model is
1.32 kg (2.910 lbs.) with both equaling 2.6399 kg (5.82 lbs.) All four of these cart-king casters
have a load rating of 108.862 kg (240 lbs.). The third type of wheel is a 7.62 cm (3 in.) diameter
wheel, with a mount height of 9.2075 cm (3.625 in.). This caster (1G005, Grainger, Lake Forest,
Illinois), is a 0.226796 kg (0.5 pound) rubber wheel caster attached with a friction ring instead of
a top plate with a load rating of 4938952 kg (110 lbs.). In total, all six of these casters will weigh
4.763 kg (10.5 lbs.).

Figure 26: Close up View of Spacer and Caster

Figure 27: Section View of Caster Spacer

Since the mount height of the front wheel is 9.2075 cm versus the mount height of 12.7 cm, a
mount spacer was created to allow the caster to be positioned correctly. Figure 26 above shows
the close-up image of the front caster with the spacer. The spacer will be made from delarin and
will be machined to 3.556 (1.4 in.) for the space between the caster itself and the L-channel. There
will be a hole and slot machined into the spacer as shown above in Figure 27, which is also below.
Since the caster has a friction ring for attachment, there needs to be a slot within the spacer for that
ring to be caught in to remove the slack and movement from the caster. A c-clip will be added on
the underside of the L-channel to prevent the spacer from being pushed up through the channel.
Figure 28: Bottom Mount for Linear Actuator

On the back L-channel of the bottom assembly, there is also a mount for the linear actuator.
This is where the linear actuator will be pivoting off and pushing off. Figure 28 above shows the
bracket. The bracket will be composed of 7075 aluminum since it will be receiving the force from
the actuator.

Figure 29: Simulation of the Bottom Linear Actuator Mount

Figure 29 above shows the SOLIDWORKS simulation that was done on the bottom actuator
mount. From calculations done, using a report by Amay Saxena [1], it was found that the force to
raise the scissor lift from lowest height to tallest height will be 5178.3 N (1161.29 lbs.-f) and the
amount of force on the scissor lift at all other times will be 2395.19 N (537.2 lbs.-f). The following
simulation was done based on the force of 5178.3 N. The first image depicts the stress on the
mount, which has a minimum of 6.040e + 04 N-m-2 and a maximum of 2.545e + 08 N-m2. The
middle image shows the displacement, which has a minimum of 0.000e + 00 mm, which would be
on the fixed portions of the mount. The maximum displacement would be on the pin that goes
through the mount and the linear actuator, which would be 5.197e -02 mm. The last image shows
the strain of the mount, having a minimum of 3.598e -06, and a maximum of 2.568e -03.

Figure 30: Evolution of Base Frame Assembly

The figure above, Figure 30, shows the evolution of base frame assemblies that the team has
gone through, and why the changes were made. The first photo in the figure shows the original
design of the base frame assembly, The frame was 55.88 cm (22 in.) wide by 35.56 cm (14 in.)
long. The frame was completely enclosed by L-channel and had two different types of casters.
These casters were the two cart-king casters that were previously mentioned. However, when the
scissor lift assembly was added on top of the frame, there was a fear that the lift would end up
tipping over, since the bottom frame was the same size as the top frame, and the scissor lift was
not much smaller than the frame. To allow for more stability, the middle photo in Figure 8 was
created. There were 10.16 cm (4 in.) extensions added on each side to allow the front caster wheels
to be extended outside the main frame. So, the new frame measured 55.88 cm (22 in.) wide by
45.72 cm (18 in.) long. A middle aluminum bar was added to cross the width for the wheels of the
scissor lift (to be mentioned in a following subassembly paragraph). This was because the frame
that was removed, to allow for the extension, was where the scissor lift roller was to roll, so it
needed to be replaced by a bar. However, under further consideration, it was noticed that the user
was going to clip her heel with every step on that middle bar. The user has a normal step of 58.42
cm (23 in.), for which needed to be accounted.
Through much thought, it was decided to flip the orientation of the base assembly. Originally,
the user was to pull the mobility device from the 55.88 cm (22 in.) L-channel of the frame, allowing
for a 35.56 cm (14 inch) long frame. With the new design, there was no middle bar since with this
new orientation, the bar with no scissor lift attachment would be taken out. This new frame has a
width of 35.56 cm (14 in.) and a length of 66.04 cm (26 in.). Although, since there was a rotation
in the frame, there was a new concern that it would not be wide enough to allow the user to feel
comfortable. The user previously mentioned that she felt enclosed by their current mobility device.
There was a measurement taken of the user with both arms extended in front of her with her palms
facing each other Since the frame would be extended, there would either need to be a much larger
gap between the wheels, or a third wheel would need to be added. Having a gap of at least 50.8
cm (20 in.) was too much in the team’s opinion. A third wheel was then added at the end of the
extruded L-channel. The middle caster was placed at the location that the original L-channel would
have been. The swivel caster with the total lock was not moved to the end location because of its
size. Since the user would be now walking between the two extruded bar, the four-inch caster was
now too large and would be in the way of the user when walking. A caster with a small profile was
added at the end to account for the larger caster not being able to move. Most the weight will be
applied to the frame where the four cart-king casters are located. So having the more robust and
larger casters in this area made the most sense. The caster that is the furthest forward, made by
Grainger, would not see near as much force as the others would. This caster is meant to be a
stabilizer and to also take the force from the front assembly for the user that is walking the device.

To evaluate this system, a plywood model will be created to the correct measurements, and the
wheels will be attached as according to the previous figures. This will be done to ensure that the
wheels will perform as wanted and that there will be no interference when it comes to the user and
the caster wheels.
2.1.4 Front Assembly

Figure 31: Side View of Front Assembly on Bottom Frame

Figure 32: Top View of Front Assembly on Bottom Frame

The current design is shown above in Figure 31 and Figure 32. In this subassembly, the
team introduces the front part of the device which is also referred to as the attachment or
connection to the clients. Initially, the team’s idea of an attachment included a harness or belt
attached to one of the clients. However, putting on a belt or harness around their body is already
too much work even for an average person, let alone conjoint clients. For that reason, the team
decided to produce a different plan to build a connection for them. The team knew that the clients
were already used to the structure of their current device and the way they move from one place
to another. So, building a similar structure that does not include the extra work was important. The
idea for this design was motivated by the fact that the clients request was to build a device that
will not make them feel secluded from the rest. And by the fact that the goal of the new device
was to make it less bulky and less heavy allowing it to move in tight spaces and around corners.
The client’s request was to move in a device that did not make them feel like they are trapped
in a box. The manufacturer of their current device understood that to ensure the safety of the
clients, the design had to be heavy, and designed like a box around them. Although, this might have
been the first option due to time constraints and budget back then, there are ways around that. The
new optimal design for the front part of the mobility device includes two lever arms with ends
tilted at an angle for better grip and comfort. These lever arms are connected to the base of this
subassembly.

Figure 33: Pivot Point of Lever Arm

As can be seen in Figure 33 shown above, the ends of the lever arm have a pivot point at top
of the base. This pivot point allows the lever arms to move and down. This optimal design will
consist of a fixed base made of aluminum 6061 with three different bars welded together to keep
both the side bars in place. This base part will be mounted on top of the bottom frame designed
also to hold the scissor lift. Although it is unclear how much the overall weight of the base will be,
the team knows the estimated dimensions for the length of bars. The length from top to bottom of
the side bars are 76.2 cm (30 in.) and the length of the middle bar is 31.750 cm (12.5 in.). Every
single bar in this base will be measured in height 3.810 cm (1.5 in.) and width 2.54 cm (1 in.).

Figure 34: Grip Bars for Front Assembly

Figure 35: Elbow of Lever Arms

The rest of the parts of the assembly include two cylindrical bars with ends tilted at 45-degree
angle inwards for the comfort and better grip of the twin as shown above in Figure 34 above. The
design for the position and length of the cylindrical handlebars are measurements taken from the
forearm of one of the clients as she is standing with her elbows touching her body and bent at a
90-degree angle. The team measured that distance to be around 38.10 cm (15 in.). The tilted ends
of the lever arms are only 12.7 cm (5 in.) long. The diameter of both lever arms is 2.54 cm (1 in.)
and thickness of 0.635 cm (0.25 in.). The cylindrical bar will have an upwards limit range of 30degree angle from the pivot point so that way the girls are not accidentally touching the cylindrical
lever arm with their elbows. Figure 35 above depicts the connector bars.

The lowest point the cylindrical lever arm can go to is all the way down parallel to the side bars
from the base. For the final main parts of this subassembly, the team has the bar connectors that
are fixed at one point from the cylindrical bar and can slide up and down a slot made within the
side bars. These connector bars are 30.48 cm (12 in.) long and 2.54 cm (1 in.) wide and 1.27 cm
(0.5 in.) thick, the ends of the connector bars will have holes with a diameter of 1.27 cm (0.5
in.). The position of the fixed point of the connector bar will be about halfway the length of the
cylindrical bar.

Figure 36: Round Head Barbed Dowel Pins

Figure 37: Neoprene Roller

Figure 38: Base of Front Assembly

For the smaller parts of this front assembly, there are pins that connect the bars together to
create the swinging motion. The smaller parts can be obtained anywhere on the market, but these
were found on McMaster, and they are Round Head Barbed Dowel Pins as shown in Figure 36
above. There is a need of two sets of 3.810 cm (1.5 in.) in length, two sets of 2.540 cm (1 in.) in
length, and two sets 6.350 cm (2.5 in.) in length for a total of six with three on each side. For the
bottom side of the connector, we will need rollers that can provide the sliding motion of the
connector bars. These rollers were found on McMaster as Neoprene Rollers shown above in Figure
37, and they are 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) in diameter. This assembly will require two rollers, one on each
side attached to the connector base which are shown above in Figure 38.

Figure 39: Top View of Front Assembly

Figure 40: Side View of Front Assembly

Figure 39 and Figure 40 show the current design of the front assembly of the device. Since the
team does not have a prototype yet, another design for the front assembly is being considered. One
that does not show a sign of deformation or bending. Like the previous design this includes two
cylindrical lever arms that will be mounted on top of the base which stays the same. The only

difference is these cylindrical bars are hollow for an adjustable sliding rod on both sides. The
length of the cylindrical lever arm is 63.5 cm (25 in.), and the length of the rod is the 38.1 cm (15
in.). The material for this design will also be made from aluminum 6061, it is more secure and has
a less tendency to deform since the rod will not go all the way out but rather stay 25.40 cm (10 in.)
inside the cylindrical lever arm in its max position. The diameter of the cylindrical arm is 3.175
cm (1.25 in.), and the diameter of the rod is 1.905 cm (0.75 in.) which means that the cylindrical
bar will have a thickness of 1.270 cm (0.5 in.).
2.1.5 Scissor Lift Assembly

Figure 41: Complete Scissor Lift Assembly

The next assembly is the scissor lift assembly. Most the weight of the entire device will reside
within this assembly. Figure 41 above shows the scissor lift assembly without the linear
actuator. The weight of this assembly comes to about 8.677 kg (19.13 lbs.). The overall width of
the scissor lift assembly is 34.29 cm (13.5 in.). This assembly is a two-stage lift, comprised of
eight multipurpose 6061 aluminum bars in total. Each bar has a length of 46.355 cm (18.25 in.), a
width of 3.81 cm (1.5 in.), and a thickness of 0.79375 (0.3125 in.). Each bar will have three
different holes cut into them. The type of hole will depend on what it is attaching to. If that part of
the bar is attaching to the fixed mount or a roller, there will be a hole for a bearing drilled into it.
If the bar is attaching to another bar, there will be a hole drilled for an oil sleeve bearing. There
are a total of five cross bars and four smaller pins. There is a mounted side on the scissor lift that
will be fixed and will be the pivot point of the scissor lift, these are the four corners shown in
the bottom and top right-hand side of Figure 41 above. A cross beam was not used in these
instances because there was no need to have the extra weight, and there will be no movement in
these four points, so the extra stability of the cross beam was also not needed. However, every
other joint has a cross beam to hold stability and add strength. The length of the beam depends on
location since the length is dependent on which scissor lift bars are included. Both the cross beams
and short support rods are made of 7075 aluminum and have a shaft diameter of 1.27 cm (0.5 in.).
This is because these beams are facing the force of the linear actuator along with taking a lot of
the force exerted from the scissor lift. Along with that, they are that stability factor of the scissor
lift, they will keep it following a straight line and not allow for bending. There will be a c-clip and
washer on each outward facing bar, meaning there will be c-clip groove machined into each cross
beam where necessary.

Figure 42: Scissor Lift with Linear Actuator Mount

In the opposite corners of the fixed mounts, there will be rollers with the diameter of 5.08 cm
(2 in.). The current rollers being used in this SOLIDOWORKS model are drive rollers (2473K39,
McMaster Carr, Elmhurst, Illinois) that have a neoprene tread and an aluminum hub. In total, all
four drive rollers will weigh 1.63 kg (3.6 lbs.). These rollers will be rolling on the extruded Lchannels shown in the previous section in Figure 24. The drive rollers will be responsible for
lifting and lowering the lift with the assistance of the linear actuator. For the connection of the
linear actuator to the scissor lift, a cross bar and mount were added. Figure 42 above
demonstrates how the cross bar and mount will be attached to the scissor lift. The bar will span the
inside width of the bars, which is 29.1846 cm (11.49 in.), and will be 1.27 cm (0.5 thick), with a
width of 3.81 cm (1.5 in.). Since the amount of force pushing on this mount and beam will be
always between 2395.19 N and 5178.3 N, both the mount and cross bar will be made of 7075
aluminum.

Figure 43: Simulations Done on Top Linear Actuator Mount

A simulation was done on the cross bar and the top actuator mount with a force of 5178.3 being
applied to a pin that was put through the actuator mount. The pin had an extrusion on it that pointed
in the direction of the linear actuator position, with the exact angle found for the actuator. Figure
43 above shows the three different simulations that were done. The top photo shows the stress
from the linear actuator. The minimum stress present was 1.443e + 05 N-m-2 with the maximum
being 2.507e + 08 N-m-2. Most of the stress was centered around the extruded portion of the rod.
The middle image shows the displacement of the two parts. The minimum displacement was
0.000e + 00mm and the max displacement was 1.072e + 00 mm. the minimum displacement was
seen on the outside portions of the bar that would be mounted to the scissor lift bar. The maximum
however was seen to be centered around where the pin would be through the mount. The top
portion of the mount and the pin were seeing the worst of the deformation. However, the amount

of displacement was not too concerning seeing that it was only 1.072 mm. The final image shows
the strain of the two parts which has a minimum of 9.387e -07, and a maximum of 2.537e -03. The
most strain was on the same point as the most stress of the parts, which was the rod through the
mount.

Figure 44: Linear Actuator Attachment to the Scissor Lift Assembly

A scissor lift was chosen as the main structure in this mobility device for a few reasons. For
one, it allows for the user to change the height of operation to anything allowed within the
constraints of the machine itself. In this case, it will allow the user to go below 45.72 cm (18 in.)
and above 76.2 cm (30 in.), whereas linear actuators on their own would not allow for this
designated height change. Figure 44 above shows the linear actuator attached to the scissor
lift. The user for this mobility device made it noticeably clear to the team that the necessary height
for beginning operation needed to be below that 45.72 height and needed to be able to reach at
least 71.12 cm (28 in.) but would really need to be able to go higher. Along with being able to
meet the height constraints, the scissor lift with one linear actuator would also be the closest plan
to meeting a low weight limit. The current device, which is to be replaced by this device, it between
27.2155 kg and 45.3592 kg (60 and 100 lbs.). This is a large gap, however there was no true way
to measure the device. Without the linear actuator, the lift weighs 8.677 kg (19.13 lbs.). Which
makes the team hopeful that they will be able to keep this mobility device within a reasonable
weight. Also, the users have been previously accustomed to using a scissor lift in the form of a
mobility device created from a motorcycle transmission stand and an office chair seat. The team
has no doubt that the users will be able to use this scissor lift with little to no difficulty.
To make sure the scissor lift operates as wanted; a prototype will be designed. The prototype
will be made of wood or metal. The most crucial part of the prototype would be to ensure it can
withstand an 889.644 N (200 lbs.) constant force, and that the height requirements are met, which
are being able to lower to less than 45.72 cm (18 in.) and up to at least 76.2 cm (30 in.). With the
prototype, there will most likely be a redesign or parts that need to be added to ensure safe usage
and structural integrity.

2.1.6 Linear Actuator and Electronics

Figure 45: Wiring Diagram for Device

Figure 45 above depicts a suggested wiring diagram for this device. Perhaps the most important
part of the optimal scissor lift design is the linear actuator and the electronics that will power it.
The linear actuator will be the device that does all the lifting and the lowering of the system. It
must be sturdy enough to withstand the elements and be able to supply the correct lengths required.
Along with this, it must be powered appropriately. The actuator will be paired with a chosen
control box. The control box will be able to take in and output the correct amount of voltage as
needed for the actuator. Also, the control box requires an internal safety mechanism, like a fuse,
to protect against possible overcurrent. It needs to be compatible with all kinds of remote
possibilities. The remote and control box system chosen must be easy to use and easy to reset if
the system must be reset or if a remote is lost and must be replaced. Finally, the system must obtain
sufficient voltage an amperage from a power supply or battery. The power source must be
completely mobile and should be easy to connect and disconnect. The charging procedure for the
power supply must be easy to understand and should be easy for anyone to do.

Figure 46: PA-17-6-2000 Linear Actuator from Progressive Automation

The main device used during the lifting procedure will be the linear actuator (PA-17-6-2000,
Progressive Automations, Arlington, Washington) shown above in Figure 46. The linear actuator
chosen for this design will have a stroke length of 15.24 cm (6 in.). This results in a raised lift
height of 81.28 cm (32 in.) and a retracted lift height of approximately 43.18 cm (17 in.) The
actuator by itself is not heavy, only weighing approximately 5.557 kg (12.25 lbs.). The specific
actuator chosen is a heavy-duty model. It can apply a maximum of 8,896.43 N (2,000 lbs. force)
to the lift. This actuator is necessary because of the 5,178.3 N (1161.29 lbs. of force) required to
activate the lift system with the estimated load. This specific actuator requires 12 VDC and,
depending on the load, pulls current between 3.5-Amps and 20-Amps. Its speed will vary by load
as well with a speed of 0.838 cm/s (0.33 in/s) with no load, and a speed of 0.686 cm/s (0.27 in/s)
when at full load. It also falls into the protection class of IP65. This means that not only are they
completely resistant to dust and debris, but they are also water resistant when not completely
submerged. If the load becomes too much for the actuator too handle, it has a built-in mechanical
slip clutch that will catch the actuator before it falls. To help set the specific heights the team needs,
it also features a built-in limit switch. This will allow us to set the maximum height of the lift
system within the actuator.

Figure 47: Control Box from Progressive Automation

The actuator will be connected to a control box that will be receiving and outputting the
necessary power. It is important that the control box be able to manage the full range of amperage
needed by the actuator. Figure 47 above shows the control box chosen (Progressive Automations,
PA-33, Arlington, Washington) will have a single channel allowing control of one actuator and it
will allow a maximum current of 20-amps. This specific control box, like the actuator, has a
protection rating of IP65. Considering the electronics that are contained inside the box, this is
essential for a device that will be outside. This control box will require 12VDC and will supply
12VDC and anywhere between the required 3.5 to 20 Amps to the actuator. This control box allows
for wireless remote connectivity that can be utilized to easily lift the device up and down to any
needed height from near or far. Included with this specific kit is two wireless remotes with simple
“up” and “down” buttons. The remotes for this control system are easy to synchronize up and easy
to replace if a new remote must be added. The control box can receive information from these RF
remotes anywhere from 9.144 m (30 feet) to 15.24 m (50 feet). While doing all this, the
box maintains a light weight of only 0.159 kg (0.35 lbs.). Upon evaluating the control box and
wiring harness with the actuator, a thicker gauge wiring harness may be implemented for safety.
The last and most unique part of the electrical system is how the device will receive power.
The client will be constantly on the go so operation away from an outlet will be necessary. For this

design, a mobile and rechargeable battery will have to be chosen. The battery will need to be easy
to connect and disconnect while allowing for quick and easy charging. To determine the type of
battery needed, some calculations were done to determine an approximate amp hour rating for a
day of use. The team assumed the worst-case scenario; the actuator would be used under max load,
causing it to move the slowest, and require the most current. From maximum height to minimum
height the actuator moves a total of 141.732 cm (4.65 in.). The team also assumed that the total
number of complete actuations per day was fifty which means twenty-five all the way up and
twenty-five all the way down. Using this data and understanding it would move at the slowest
speed previously mentioned due to a full load, the team can calculate the amp hours required which
was done below.
Current at full load=20 Amps

……. Equation 1

𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠
𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠

……. Equation 2

Speed at full load=0.27

50 actuations at 4.65 inches per full actuation=232.5 traveled per day
1 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑

1 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒

1 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟

232.5 inches ∗ 0.27 𝐼𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 ∗60 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 ∗60 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 ∗20 amps= 4.783 Amp Hours

Figure 48: Milwaukee 12 V Battery

Figure 49: Battery Adapter

…… Equation 3

……… Equation 4

Figure 50: Diagram of Battery Wiring

With all this information, the team determined the battery design needed to be rated for at least
double the amp hours needed per day. The batteries chosen are Milwaukee drill batteries that can
supply 12-volts and are rated at 6-Amp hours (Milwaukee, 48-11-2460, Brookfield,
Wisconsin.). The battery (Figure 48 above) and the adapter (Figure 49 above) as well as how the
batteries will be wired in parallel (Figure 50 to the above) are shown below. By using two batteries
connected in parallel, the team can create a power supply that not only supplies 12-volts but has a
battery capacity of 12-Amp hours. To give these batteries terminals with positive and negative
leads, a drill battery adapter will be used (Terrafirma Technology, Ohio).
The testing of this system is crucial. It will be evaluated in various stages to isolate a problem
if the team runs into one. The team will start by assessing the joined batteries by themselves to see
if they are properly supplying the 12-volts as needed. If the batteries function properly, they will
be connected to the control box. The control box will then be evaluated to see if it is receiving the

12-volts appropriately by testing the RF remote sync system. Once the control box is
operational, the team will connect the actuator and test to see if it receives the proper amount of
voltage and current to move under no load. Finally, if all these tests succeed, the actuator will be
mounted to the device and assessed under various loads. If any of these tests fail due to the lack of
current output from the battery system, one or multiple batteries may be added in parallel to
increase the current output.
2.1.7 Top Frame Assembly

Figure 51: Top Frame Assembly

The last subassembly to be discussed is the top frame assembly. This assembly, shown above
in Figure 51, has a frame composed of four multipurpose 6061 aluminum 90 L-channel (8982K15,
McMaster Carr, Elmhurst, Illinois). This frame measures 36.83 cm (14.5 in.) wide by 55.88 cm
(22 in.) long by 25.4 mm (1 in.) tall. The thickness of the aluminum channel is 4.7625 mm (0.1875
in.). The clear platform on top is a 9.525 mm (0.375 in.) thick piece of polycarbonate. The
dimensions for the polycarbonate are 40.64 cm (16 in.) wide by 55.88 cm (22 in.) long.

Figure 52: Close View of Middle Bars

Figure 52 above is a close view of the middle bars within the aluminum frame. The bottom bar
is made of multipurpose 6061 aluminum with dimensions of 4.7625 mm (0.1875 in.) thick with a
length of 54.3052 cm (21.38 in.) and a width of 25.4 mm (1 in.). This bar will be bolted in the
middle of the 36.83 cm (14.5 in.) long bar. There will be no material taken off the L-channel to
account for this bar but will be pressed into the frame and bolted down. This bar was chosen to be
aluminum since the team wanted to account for at least 90.7185 kg (200 lbs.), but there will also
not be enough weight applied on the top platform to need steel or a stronger aluminum than
multipurpose 6061. On top of the aluminum cross bar, there will be a 4.7625 mm (0.1875 in.) thick

bar of delarin. Delarin was chosen since this bar will be acting as a spacer, and most spacers are
made of nylon or delarin, and it will be easy to machine to length. The delarin bar will be 25.4 mm
(1 in.) wide by 50.8 cm (20 in.) long. There will be countersunk bolts drilled through the middle
beam, going down through the polycarbonate, to fix everything in place, yet not cause
any discomfort with a bolt head sticking out of the polycarbonate surface.

Figure 53: Previously Designed Top Frame Assembly

Figure 53 above shows the previously designed top platform. This platform had the same Lchannel base as the new model shown above in Figure 51 however had a polycarbonate topper that
was not flush with the L-channel. This top assembly was redesigned because it was structurally
impractical because it did not allow for the lift mechanism to function. The idea for this design
was that the roller wheels from the scissor lift would not roll on the bottom surface of
the polycarbonate but would roll on the L of the L-channel. However, with further
considerations, which was determined not to be possible. The roller wheel would need to be
applying an upward force onto a surface for the scissor lift to raise or lower, not applying
a downward force. The top frame assembly was redesigned resulting in L-channel being flipped,
with the L part sticking out under the polycarbonate topper. This allowed the L-channel to fully
support the polycarbonate resulting in no need of support bars, like those needed in the previous
design.

Figure 54: Simulation of Current Top Frame Assembly

A simulation, shown in Figure 54 above, was performed on the top subassembly was done
using the program SOLIDWORKS. A force of 889.644 N (200 lbs.-f) was applied to the edge that
the user would be sitting on. The force used was used knowing that there should be no situation
where that much force is exhibited on the top frame, but also used as what should be the allowed
weight. The user of the top platform would provide a force between 266.893 N and 355.858 N (60
pound-force - 80 pound-force). The first photo in Figure 32 is of the von Mises Stress. The results
show that there was a minimum stress of 1.166e + 01 N-m-2, and a maximum of 1.666e + 06 N-m-

. The highest points of stress revolved around where the polycarbonate meets the delarin spacer.
There was not much concern with the amount of stress in this spot due to knowing there will not
be that force applied in real life, and that the magnitude of the stress was not too much. The second
photo is of the displacement of the top assembly. There was a minimum displacement of 0.000e +
00 mm, which would be anywhere the force was not being applied, and a maximum displacement
of 1.413e – 01 mm, which is shown in the red “sink holes” around the middle support bar.
Considering that the maximum that maximum displacement in inches is only 0.00556 inches, there
is no concern for the breaking or overload of the top polycarbonate platform. The last photo in the
simulation showed the stress on the platform from the force. The minimum stress was 9.588e -11,
with the maximum being 2.543e -04. The simulation model confirmed the teams thought of
choosing this platform to be the top assembly. There is current fear of the top platform failing or
providing any safety fear.
2

The top platform assembly will also be prototyped using polycarbonate and wood. A force of
at least 889.644 N (200 lbs.) will be applied to the polycarbonate topper, and the team will observe
any physical deformation or structural issues with the design. If there shows to be an issue with
the design used, notes will be taken, and the design will be adjusted as seen fit.
2.2 Prototypes
2.2.1 Prototype 1

Figure 55: Front View of Top Platform Prototype

Photo 55 shown above depicts the front view of a top platform assembly prototype. This
prototype is composed of a 9.525 mm (0.375 in.) thick polycarbonate platform that is 558.8 cm
(22 in.) long by 457.2 mm (18 in.) wide. The polycarbonate is attached to multiple wooden blocks,
by wood screws, to retain its stability and rigidity. On top of the platform, there are five metal pipe
fittings that are meant for a 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) diameter pipe. Also, there is a reduction pipe fitting
in each of those metal fittings. These reduction fittings bring the necessary pipe diameter from

12.7 mm to 19.05 mm (0.75 in.). The PVC pipe that was used was 19.05 mm (0.75in.) internal
diameter with an external diameter of 25.4 mm (1 in.).

Figure 56: Isometric View of Top Assembly Platform Prototype

Photo 56 above is an isometric photo taken of the top platform assembly prototype. The height
of the arm rest on the left-hand side is about 12.7 cm (5 in.) tall and 20.32 cm (8 in.) long. The
backrest and the arm rest of the right-hand side are the same height at about 222.25 mm (8.75 in.)
with the backrest being 50.8 cm (20 in.) long and the arm rest being 40.64 mm (16 in.) long.
At the time when this prototype was made, the size of the top platform was 55.88 cm by 45.72
mm (22 in. by 18 in.). However, as more was done with the CAD model, it was deemed necessary
to change the platform to 55.88 cm by 52.07 cm (22 in. by 20.5 in.).
2.2.2 Prototype 2

Figure 57: Weight Test of Prototype

Figure 58: Isometric View of Prototype

Figure 59: Complete Prototype

Figure 57 above depicts the weight test of the second prototype. Figure 58 in the middle shows
an isometric view of the prototype nearly complete, while Figure 59 above shows the complete
prototype. As previously mentioned in section 2.2.1 above, the size of the top frame assembly was
changed to 55.88 cm by 52.07 cm (22 in. by 20.5 in.). This change was reflected in the prototype
by another polycarbonate sheet that was 6.35 cm (2.5 in.) wide by 55.88 cm (22 in.) long being
added to the previous prototype showed in 2.2.1. The goal with this prototype was to bring a device
to the team’s clients that reflected the two major heights in the device. The device in the CAD
model is able to go from about 452.12 mm (17.8 in.) to 762 mm (30 in.). To be able to do this, one

team member made a base platform with the casters (that are to be used in the final design), along
with four upright beams, a few cross beams, and a top platform, that measured to 452.12 mm (18
in.). Then there were four holes drilled into that platform for bolts to go through in order to attach
the second stage.
The second stage is composed of a bottom frame, four uprights, and the updated prototype
from 2.2.1. The total height of the prototype was about 762 mm (30 in.). The prototype was tested
with an 18.1437 kg (40 lbs.) bag of Morton salt and two 4.5 kg (10 pound) weights. The prototype
was tested first with 27.2 kg (60 lbs.) of weight because the client to be riding this device is 27.2
kilograms. After the first weight test, the prototype was then tested by putting a person who was
around 81.6 kg (180 lbs.). There was little to no deflection in the prototype, so it was deemed to
be safe to test with the clients. Looking at photo 59 on the right, there are PVC pipes that come up
for the client to pull the device. There was no direct measurement that the team had to go off in
order to make the heights, so the rough measurement of 114.3 cm (45 in.) was used, since it was
known that the height of the client’s elbows were at 114.3 cm from the ground. For the length of
the arms from the platform protruding forward, was estimated by making the fit the team member
who made the prototype.
When testing this prototype with the clients, it was deemed that the original height necessary
given by the clients, 76.2 cm (30 in.), was too tall to be comfortable. However, the lower height
worked very well for them. The top platform was also accepted by the clients, but there would
need to be a few modifications made to it to increase the comfort level. Overall, the team was very
happy with the results of the testing and felt good to move forward with the design using the
knowledge gained from the meeting.

Figure 60: Casters Used in Prototype

Figure 60 above shows the casters used in the prototype. They were all placed in the exact
place as determined in the CAD model. This was important to the prototype because it was
important to know if the more mobile twin, that would be pulling this device, would not hit her
feet on the casters at all. After testing the casters with the clients, it was decided that the placement
of the casters were great and there was no interference with the more mobile twin’s ankles. The
team decided that there would be no modifications to be made to the lower frame set up moving
forward.

2.2.3 Prototype 3
To make tests the team needs to build prototypes to find the exact measurements of the device
and test the electrical and mechanical components, mainly the linear actuator. As a prototype, the
main goal is to build something like the final design whether it ends up working efficiently like
it’s supposed to or not. Having problems show up while testing is cheaper and could be less time
consuming than having problems while the final design has been built and assembled. This
prototype has been designed to have a scissor lift not as complicated as the final design but close
enough to have a vertical motion involved. As opposed to the original design with eight links, this
prototype has four links for the scissor lift with two on each side and the arms connected to the
bottom frame of the device for stability. Even though this design provides what the clients need in
terms of mobility and efficiency, it lacks in comfort when getting in and out of the device which
is an important factor considering the long-term use of the device.

Figure 61: Photo of Wood Uprights and bracket

Figure 62: Photo of brackets

What makes this prototype much more different than the original final design are the materials
used for it. As simple as it seems, wood was the perfect choice to build the prototype. Since wood
is easier to obtain and assemble and its body could withstand big tension and compression, it was
most certain the best choice for building it. Using wood also helped us get an idea of how heavy
the original device will be since oak type wood has about the same weight as metal which is what
the original design is intended to be made of. This gives us a good representation of the size of the
device and its weight perfect for testing the real linear actuator and how it performs under certain
compressions. Other parts of the device include small metal brackets mainly for attaching wood
together and the thin metal foldable brackets shown in Figure 61 and Figure 62. The bottom part

of the device contains the caster wheels which is composed of metal and polyurethane, all these
materials are not part of the original design and are used only for testing.

Figure 63: Arm brackets folded down

Figure 64: Arm brackets folded up

Most of the components of the device or most of its weight comes from wood, since this device/
prototype is mainly mechanical, there was need for lots of wood. Originally, the wood components
were bought as one 5.08 cm by 10.16 cm (2 in. x 4 in.) and one 5.08 cm by 5.08 cm (2 in. x 2 in.).
This was deemed enough to cover most of the body of the device. The 5.08 cm by 10.16 cm blocks
of wood were used for the bottom frame of the device since it has a larger area and was split into
three small parts. Two 45.72 cm (18 in.) long pieces and one 55.88 cm (22 in.) piece were created,
as shown in Figure 63. The 5.08 cm by 5.08 cm blocks were used for the two main supports of the
arms of the device both of which were 1.28 cm (32 in.) tall, that are also shown in Figure 63. The
foldable arm brackets were the main purpose of this prototype. It was obtained through amazon,
and they were 35.56 cm (14 in.) in length and were made of steel. The package came in a pair of
two and each side was attached to the top of both 5.08 cm by 5.08 cm supports. In Figure 63 and
Figure 64, the images show the steel foldable arms compressed and expanded respectively.

Figure 65: Scissor Lift Links

Figure 66: Linear Slides

The most challenging part of this prototype was building a scissor lift like the original design.
Since an eight-link scissor lift was complicated to assemble without the exact measurements
dealing with wood, this prototype was made with four links for an easier build with less problems.
While assembling the lift it was noticed that the range of vertical motion was significantly less
than the range of motion for the eight-link and that was due to the amount of space it could expand
to, for that reason the original design has more links to give the user more vertical freedom. The
four links used for the prototype was obtained from an old foldable table frame and it was working
perfectly shown in Figure 65. The edges were filed curved for a smoother motion. The next part
of the components are the four metal sliders which were attached to one side of each link. These
sliders were obtained at Home Depot, and they made the movement of the links possible shown in
Figure 66. These sliders were originally intended for cabinets as they could only hold 45.36 kg
(100 lbs.), but it was enough for the prototype.

Figure 67: Top of Prototype

The top part of the device is a 45.72 cm by 55.88 cm (18 in. x 22 in.) wood platform, that was
1.247 cm (0.5 in) thick and also obtained from Home Depot which was light enough to provide
stability at the bottom but durable to be able to hold more than 45.36 kg (100 lbs.). Finally, the
caster wheels were cheaply obtained from amazon for testing as a replica of the original caster
wheels use in the final design. These caster wheels included brakes and were mounted to the face
of the bottom frame; they gave a height increase of 12.7 cm (5 in.). Both the caster wheels and top
frame can be seen in Figure 67. All these components were attached or connected by screws,
washers, glue, nails, flat and L- brackets.

Figure 68: Side Profile of Prototype

Figure 69: Isometric View of Prototype

For the assembly part of the prototype, the team first needed to know the height of the device
for the comfort of the user. So, the first step was to begin with the caster wheels being installed on
the bottom frame. With the height of 12.7 cm (5 in.) in mind the next part was to accurately
measure the links for the scissor lift, they turned out to be 55.88 cm (22 in.). This was not easy as
small measurement error could make the top platform uneven. The hardest part was getting the
sliders on the bottom and top frame of the device. This needed to be done correctly positioned as
these determined the horizontal placement of the top platform. This is shown in Figure 68. figure
The whole assembly turned out to be a working device with little misplacements and errors. In
Figure 69 the whole prototype is shown with the arms of the device being the main difference from
the original design. We wanted to test this out with the user, but the first prototype was enough to
give us an idea of what they really wanted. And in terms of comfort, getting in and out of the
device was an issue for the girls, for that reason the final design with installed arms in conjunction
with the scissor lift was the better choice. It allowed for better entrance/exit and less enclosure.
2.2.4 Prototype 4
Prototype 4 was the final prototype made. This prototype was the basis for the final project
device.

Figure 70: Isometric View of Bottom Assembly Prototype

Figure 71: Top Isometric View of Bottom Assembly Prototype

Figure 70 above depicts a side isometric view of the bottom assembly prototype, with Figure
71 showing a more top isometric view of the prototype. The frame of the device is composed of
all aluminum parts. These parts were designed on SOLIDWORKS then machined in a machine
shop on Bridgeport mills. Being machined professionally, the parts are perfectly done and to exact
size.
There are seven casters that are spread throughout the frame for stability and support. The front
casters are to take the brunt force from when force is applied on the front assembly, with the middle
caster on the back L-channel piece to take the force applied by the linear actuator. The frame
measures 50.8 cm wide (20 in.) by 67.31 cm (26.5 in.) long. The aluminum L-channel is 2.54 cm
(1 in.) tall and has a thickness of 4.7625 mm (0.1875 in.). A cross bar was added between the two
outside L-channel pieces in order to keep the frame completely square and more rigid. This cross
bar had dowel pins added in order to locate the holes on the frame itself to ensure it was in the
correct place and to ensure that it was indeed keeping the frame square. Gusset plates, shown in
the back corners on both Figure 70 and Figure 71, were added to keep rigidity as well. Dowel Pins

were also added into the gusset plates. Bolts were then added to both the cross bar and the corner
gussets to fasten them to the frame after being located.

Figure 72: Disassembled Bottom Frame

Figure 72 shows the bottom assembly frame before it was initially assembled. The orange
arrows are pointing to wheel guards that were added as a safety feature to the frame. The wheel
guards are in place to catch the scissor lift roller wheels in the time of the scissor lift mechanism
tipping and coming off the L-channel track. The wheels would hit the top of this guard and would
not be able to travel any further. The red arrows are pointing toward carabiner clips that could have
a hook put through them. These were added since the clients asked for a way to tie down the device
in their vehicle.
The overall weight of the bottom platform was measured to be 7.96 kg (17.54 lbs.). No material
will be taken off the bottom frame in order to keep it strong, since it needs to bear the entire weight
of the final prototype.

Figure 73: Building the scissor lift

Figure 74: Scissor lift assembly placed on bottom frame

Figure 73 above depicts when the team was building the scissor lift assembly. Figure 74 shows
when the scissor lift assembly was placed on the bottom frame assembly. The scissor lift is the
main attraction when looking at the device. In order to get the needed movement in the Y-axis, the
scissor lift needs to perform as asked, and lift the user to the required height. In Figure 73, it can
be seen that the scissor lift assembly is composed of four aluminum bars on each side. From an
outside scissor lift bar to another outside scissor lift bar the scissor lift shows to be 46.038 cm
(18.125 in.) wide. There are four aluminum rods that run the entire width of the scissor lift in order
to keep stability along with making sure the scissor lift always runs in a parallel manner and doesn’t
start to turn in on itself. There are four custom made black delarin wheels that are on the scissor
lift, two can be seen in the bottom right corner of Figure 73. These wheels are what gives the
scissor lift its motion. The wheels roll along the bottom frame L-channel and the top frame Lchannel. In the opposite corners from the roller wheels there would be the pivot bearing blocks
that the scissor lift would attach to, these can be seen in the bottom corner of Figure 74.

Figure 75: Scissor Lift Mounted on Bottom Frame Assembly

Figure 75 above shows when the team finished assembling the scissor lift and was able to
attach it to the bottom frame assembly. Also, in Figure 75, the top linear actuator mount can be
seen. This linear actuator mount has a large diameter aluminum tube, shown with the yellow arrow,
that runs the inside width of the scissor lift. This tube then is connected to the scissor lift bars by
a split clamp, shown by the blue arrow. To connect to the linear actuator, there is a large mount,
shown by the orange arrow, that will take the force of the linear actuator. This linear actuator
mount system is decently heavy; however, it must be bulky to withstand the produced force.

Figure 76: Top Frame Skeleton

Figure 77: Top Frame Assembly

Figure 76 above depicts the metal frame of the top frame assembly. This framework is made
completely out of aluminum pieces. There are four L-channel pieces that create the rectangle

frame, that have two bars of aluminum in the middle forming a cross in order to support the middle
of the frame. In all four corners there are corner gusset plates that were created in order to make
sure the frame itself if square, along with having an attachment for the scissor lift bearing blocks,
which are the larger gusset plates in the bottom corners of figure 76.
Figure 77 above shows the top frame with a smoked polycarbonate topper. The polycarbonate
topper is the basis of the top frame assembly. This polycarbonate will not be removable like the
next layer will be. Currently, this top frame polycarbonate has been tested with at most 77.111 kg
(170 lbs.). When this weight is applied to the polycarbonate, a slight bend or warp can be seen.
There is no danger of cracking or permanently altering the polycarbonate or top frame with this
amount of weight, but it allowed the team to see that there were indeed limitations of what the
frame would be able to handle.

Figure 78: Isometric View of Assembly

Figure 79: Top Frame assembly Mounted

Above, Figure 78 shows an isometric view photo of the assembly once the first platform was
placed. The linear actuator was fixed into the two actuator mounts on the scissor lift and the lower
platform. There seemed to be some wiggle with the scissor lift wheels on the track. When weight
was placed on the scissor lift, there was side to side movement since the wheels were only sitting
on the L-channel, and not in a track of any sort. This is something the team will have to address
before presenting the final project design. Figure 79 shows a photo of the scissor lift fully extended
with the top frame being attached. The design worked very well so far and was performing as
expected. When the linear actuator is plugged into the batteries, the scissor lift runs smoothly from
the lowest height to the highest height. The device itself at this moment was running at around
29.484 kg (65 lbs.).
The next subassembly for the prototype is the front assembly. The front assembly proved to be
a difficult build due to the many different factors that needed to go into it. Multiple different
iterations were done during the prototyping faze, and the team decided to keep moving forward
with one of them. The iteration the team decided to continue prototyping with will be described
below.

Figure 80: Photo of 3-d printed handlebar holder

Figure 81: Photo of prototype with handlebars on

Figure 80 above depicts the current handlebar holder for the prototype device. The team needed
a way for the clients to easily take the handlebar off and replace it just as easily. The idea came
from how someone can adjust a bicycle seat. The latch would be easily opened, and the pole could
be taken out or adjusted to the correct height for usage. The prototype will eventually have a notch
3-d printed into the holder, and a notch on the pole itself, so there can be only one orientation that
the handlebar could be in. This is because when the team tested this handlebar idea with the clients,
there was a struggle from the client to get the pole back into the holder. The team hopes that with
the addition of the notch, there would be an easier way to get it back in, and to stop the handlebar
itself from rotating around.
Figure 81 above shows a photo of the prototype from the end of March. This prototype is nearly
done, and then can be continued to be configured for the final product. On the right side of the
figure, the attachment of the front handlebars can be seen. There is very little side to side movement
on the handlebars, which means that they will be sturdy. Also, the team has 3-d printed a diagonal
cross bar to take brunt force and to take away the forward bending of the handlebars.

Figure 82: Photo of backrest

Figure 82 above shows the backrest that is on the prototype device. The backrest is composed
of a piece of 1.27 cm (0.50 in.) thick plywood that has 1.27 cm foam cemented to it. The frame for
the backrest is 2.54 cm (1.0 in.) round tube with 3-D printed adapters on them in order to connect
it together and to the top platform. Although, there will need to be revisions made, since when it
was tested with the client, they said it did need to get moved in further, and the shape needed to
get revised. The client asked that there be a curve added to the backrest in order to frame around
their rib cage for more support and comfort.

2.3 Final Design
There have been multiple design changes since the optimal design depicted in section 2.1.3.
This section will describe the final design of the device for this project based on what has changed
from the optimal design.
2.3.1 Bottom Frame Assembly

Figure 83: Isometric View of Bottom Assembly

Figure 84: Bottom Isometric View of Bottom Assembly

The first subassembly to be discussed is the bottom frame assembly which is shown above in
Figure 83 as well as Figure 84. The bottom frame assembly is now composed of seven casters, all
of which will be used for steering, and one of which is to take the brunt force of the bottom linear
actuator mount. The optimal design was comprised of six casters along the two sides of the chassis.
A seventh wheel was added to the back frame in order to minimize the bending moment of the
chassis frame from the linear actuator. The linear actuator will be exhibiting a force of over two
thousand Newtons, which would put too much strain on the frame itself. The lower linear actuator
mount was also further developed to be bulkier so it would not witness a bending moment as well.
The frame of the device is composed of the same material as before, however the device has
been widened as well as lengthened. The previous model was 35.56 cm (14 in.) wide x 60.96 cm
(24 in.) long and is now 50.8 cm wide (20 in.) by 67.31 cm (26.5 in.) long. Although, the frame
still stands 2.54 cm (1 in.) tall and has a thickness of 4.7625 mm (0.1875 in.) These dimensions
were changed in order to allow the user to be more comfortable within the frame, and not hit and
part of the frame with their body as well as to off balance the weight of the overall device. A cross
beam, that can be seen in both Figure 83 and Figure 84, was added in order to make sure the device
is perfectly square, along with making the device frame more rigid. Also, corner gusset plates were
made in follow along with keeping the device rigid and square. These gusset plates can be seen
above in Figure 83 on the left in the back corners colored yellow and orange. Both the gusset plates
and the cross bar had dowel pins in order to locate the precise spot to be placed, then were bolted
into place. The weight of the bottom platform was measured to be 7.96 kg (17.54 lbs.). No material
will be taken off the bottom frame in order to keep it strong, since it needs to bear the entire weight
of the final device.

Figure 85: Side View of Bottom Frame Assembly

Figure 85 above shows the side view of the bottom frame assembly. The front wheel is a 7.62
cm (3 in.) caster (20TM42, Grainger, Lake Forest, Illinois), and the last wheel is also a 7.62 cm (3
in.) caster (1G016, Grainger, Lake Forest, Illinois). These casters were kept small because they are
a filler caster for stability. The front wheels are to take any force from the client in the forward
direction front the front assembly, with the back caster being for the linear actuator as mentioned
before. The middle two casters are the same from the previous design both being 10.16 cm (4 in.)
wheels from McMaster Carr; (2502T62 and 2502T42, McMaster Carr, Elmhurst, Illinois). The
mount heigh for all the casters are at 12.7 cm (5 in.) tall.

Figure 86: Close View on Middle Two Casters

Figure 86 above shows a close-up view of the middle two casters on the bottom frame
assembly. These casters, when bought, had a square plate that was to be used to attach them to any
surface needed. As can be seen in the figure above, the square plate was machined down into more
of a rhombus shape. This is because the square plate was much larger than the frame that it was to
be attached to. There would be more overhang than what would be allowed for a safety standpoint,
along with a stability standpoint. The rhombus shape allowed the team to fit the caster better to the
frame and create the attachment holes where the team saw fit. No more material could be taken off
the casters since there is an internal bearing in the casters, so there is some overhang still.

Figure 87: Close up View on Bottom Assembly Frame

For safety, two wheel guards (colored pink in Figure 87 above) along with four stop blocks
(colored red in Figure 87 above) were added to the frame as well. The stop blocks were added
slightly above and below where the wheel would stop on the scissor lift, for both the highest and
lowest value, in place that a catastrophic failure of the scissor lift and linear actuator where the
stop blocks would catch the scissor lift before going off the track. The wheel guards were added
as a safety precaution for if the scissor lift began to tilt back, the wheels of the scissor lift would
be caught, and no tip over would take place.

Figure 88: Bottom View of Bottom Frame Assembly

Another change that occurred in the bottom frame of the device was an addition of carabiner
clips. The clients requested that some sort of hook could be added to the frame so they would be
able to tie the frame down to a vehicle, so four clips were added on the outside frame rails (as
shown above in Figure 88 with red arrows pointing them out).
2.3.2 Front Assembly

Figure 89: Front Assembly Photo

Figure 90: Up close photo of handlebar mount

Figure 89 above depicts the front assembly of the final device. Not much has changed from
the front assembly on the prototype to the final front assembly. The final front assembly is
composed of two handle-bars that are attached to the front L-channel frame rail. To attach the
handle-bars to the L-channel, there are 3D printed bar holders bolted to the L-channel. To put the
handle-bar through the bar holder, a clamp needs to be opened. This clamp is similar to one that
can be seen on the bottom of the seat on bicycle. Once the handle-bar is put into its required height,
the clamp can be reapplied in order to hold the bar in place. Once the bar is held in place, it will
not have the ability to rotate or come out of the holder. In order to get rid of the rotation, the 3D
printed holder has a notch printed into it, with the bar itself having a notch cut into it so it can only
fit one way.

The handle-bars themselves are composed of four distinct tubes and four 3D printed parts. One
bar, that is diagonal, on the handle-bar is meant to reduce the forward and backward slop in the
handlebar. Once force is applied to the handle, there will not longer be any bending moments in
the 3D printed parts. The dimensions of the handle-bars are as follows, in the order of top to bottom
on the handle-bar. The top handle-bar bar is 10.16 cm (4 in.) long with a bike grip placed over it.
The horizontal bar place is at a length of 21.59 cm (8.5 in.), with the vertical bar placed at a length
of 40.64 cm (16 in.). On this bar there is also a 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) wide flat cut out that is 11.43 cm
(4.5 in.) long. The diagonal bar is a length of 15.18 cm (5.976 in.)
2.3.3 Scissor Lift Assembly

Figure 91: Side View of Scissor Lift Assembly

Figure 92: Isometric View of Scissor Lift Assembly

Above, in Figure 91, is a photo of the scissor lift assembly. This scissor lift assembly is crafted
out of 0.476 cm (0.1875 in.) wide 6061 aluminum bars that were machined to length, at 46.355 cm
(18.25 in.) long. To connect these bars, 6061 aluminum rods, with an outer diameter of 1.270 cm
(0.5 in.), were machined. These bars are used in order to keep the scissor lift moving in a parallel
manner, along with keeping stability in the structure. There are four rods that are 46.784 cm
(18.419 in.), four that are 3.454 cm (1.36 in.), and four that are 2.968 cm (1.1685 in.) long. The
rods that are 3.454 cm long are the rods that attach the scissor lift bars to the bearing blocks, that
can be seen in both Figure 91 and Figure 92 with the orange arrows pointing to them. These bottom
two bearing blocks are attached to the bottom frame assembly and allow the scissor lift to pivot.
Opposite of the bearing blocks are delarin rollers that were machined to have an outer diameter of
5.029 cm (1.98 in.) and have an internal diameter that is able to be put on a 1.270 cm (0.5 in.)
shaft.

Figure 93: Up Close Photo of the Scissor Lift Assembly

Figure 93 above shows an up close photo of the scissor lift assembly. The previous paragraph
mentioned the cross rods that are within the two scissor lift sides, this paragraph will expand on
this. The blue arrow, shown above, points to a grease fitting that has been machined into the scissor
lift rods. When a grease gun it applied to these fittings, grease can be added to oil bearings that are
within the scissor lift bar to make sure that the bearings will roll with ease. All four of the long
scissor lift rods, on each side, have these grease fittings. The yellow arrows are pointing to two
cross bars that are ensuring stability between the two scissor lift sides, along with rigidity.

Figure 94: CAD Model of Upper Linear Actuator Mount

Figure 94 above depicts the CAD model of the upper linear actuator mount. This subassembly
is composed of a large diameter aluminum tube (green), with an outer diameter of 3.797 cm (1.495
in.) and an internal diameter of 3.188 cm (1.255 in.). Also, a large mount made of aluminum
(yellow) that captures the top of the linear actuator shaft. The purpose of this mount is to displace
the force from the linear actuator on a larger surface. To attach the tube to the scissor lift bars, a
tube clamp was machined (pink). This split clamp is composed of three different pieces. There are
two pieces that clamp around the tube itself, and a small bottom part that helps attach it to the
scissor lift bar. There are four dowel pin holes and six bolt holes on each attachment to the scissor
lift bar. To attach the linear actuator to the mount, there is a shoulder bolt that slides through the
linear actuator and threads into the mount. Unfortunately, this small system is very heavy. The
thickness of mount itself is very large but at the same time is very necessary. The team can not
afford any bending moments in any of the parts of the scissor lift.
This scissor lift has the capability of going from a base height of around 44.958 cm (17.7 in.)
to approximately 72.92 cm (28.71 in.).
2.3.4 Top Frame Assembly
The clients asked for a top frame assembly that could be taken off and put back on. The team
was able to create a two part top assembly that met their requirements. There are many different
components that make up the top platform assembly such as two polycarbonate pieces, a backrest,
an arm rest, and some electrical safety components. Although, there will be a second arm rest that
will be on the device once it goes to the clients, there will be no photograph of the arm rest in this
paper. The team is still progressing with the makeup of the device as this paper is being developed,
so some things will continue to be out of date and ever changing.

Figure 95: Top Frame Assembly

Figure 96: Top Frame Assembly with Top Platform

Figure 95 above shows the top frame of the top assembly. This top frame is composed of four
aluminum L-channel, four corner gusset plates, and two cross bars in the middle. The length of the
top frame assembly is 55.88 cm (22 in.) and the width is 52.07 cm (20.5 in.). The gusset plates
were machined with dowel holes in them so that dowel pins could be pushed into them in order to
ensure the frame is square. The cross bars have slots machined into them so they can be pushed
together to be a flat cross shape. That flat cross shape can then be fastened to the rest of the Lchannel using two bolts on each L-channel piece. The larger corner gusset plates, that can be seen
in the bottom of figure 95, are in the back left and back right hand corners of the device. These
plates are large in order to accommodate the bearing blocks that are attached to them for the scissor
lift. The bearing blocks were not able to be attached directly to the L-channel frame, so the team
needed to bring a part of the frame further toward the middle in order to be able to fit the smaller
width scissor lift within the larger width platform. The front gusset plates are smaller since there
is nothing that is attached to them, they are being used just in order to attach the L-channel pieces
together and to keep the frame square.
Figure 96 above depicts the first platform that is on the device. This platform is a smokey
colored piece of polycarbonate that is 0.635 cm (0.25 in.) thick. This platform is the basis for the
top assembly, and everything will be connected to this topper. Since the clients wanted to be able
to have the top frame assembly be separate, this is the piece that will always be attached to the
scissor lift. This polycarbonate is attached to the frame with many stainless steel bolts. This
platform is also where the emergency stop button is mounted. Since the team did not want the
safety features to be immediately removable, they hard mounted the emergency stop to this
platform. The platform that will be placed on top of this one will have a cut out to account for the
emergency stop being hardwired.

Figure 97: Right Arm Rest

Figure 98: Back Rest

Figure 97 above shows the right arm rest that is on the top platform. The clients wanted the
height of this arm rest to reflect that of their ROHO cushion that will be used alongside the device.
The idea with this arm rest is that the clients would be able to climb from their cushion, over the
arm rest, and be able to get off the front of the device onto a chair stair lift. Thus, meaning the arm
rest needed to be 7.62 cm (3.0 in.) tall (including the foam). The team used a piece of wood that
measured 3.81 cm (1.5 in.) by 6.35 cm (2.5 in.) by 35.56 cm (14 in.). This piece of wood is attached
to the top frame using metal inserts that are screwed into the wood. Then, the team was able to
drive bolts into the metal inserts in order to fasten the arm rest. Also, there is foam that cover two
of the four sides of the arm rest, as can be seen in Figure 97. The foam used is 1.27 cm (0.5 in.)
thick. The two sides that are covered in foam are the top and the side that faces the client that will
be seated on top of the device. This arm rest will then be covered by a waterproof fabric to protect
the clients from the wood, and to protect the foam and wood from the outside elements.
Figure 98 above depicts a photo of the back of the back rest. This backrest resides to the left
of the arm rest that was previously mentioned. The backrest is composed of two vertical tubes, one
horizontal tube, a plywood backboard, foam, and eight 3D printed parts. The top of the backrest
measures 23.495 cm (9.25 in.) off the top of the polycarbonate. The plywood measures 0.9525 cm
(0.375 in.) by 15.24 cm (6.0 in.) by 46.355 cm (18.25 in.). It is covered by a piece of foam, which
is the same type of foam as that of the arm rest. The vertical tubes apart of the backrest are 16.8275
cm (6.625 in.). The horizontal tube measures at 38.1 cm (15 in.). There are also many different 3D
printed parts on this backrest assembly. There are two ninety degree tube elbows, which can be
seen as the top two corner parts in Figure 98. In order to attach the backrest to the tubes, four 3D
printed parts needed to be created. There are two split clamp parts and two tube support parts.
Once these parts are attached, in pairs, the tube and backrest are attached together. In order to
attach the backrest to the top platform, a set of lower tube mounts needed to be created. On each
of these, there are four bolt holes in order to fasten them down. Then the tube is pressed into a hole
inside the part and is held still.

Figure 99: Top Platform with Arm Up

Figure 100: Top Platform with Arm Down

Figure 99 above depicts a photo of the CAD model for the top platform where the left-arm rest
is in its up formation, where as Figure 100 shows the platform with the arm rest down. This arm
rest is composed mainly of 3D printed parts along with thing plastic tubing. The clients wanted
the ability to have a left side arm rest that would be able to be folded or moved out of the way for
increased movement and availability to use the left hand side of the device. In turn, a pivoting arm
was created. There is a button that the arm would fall into on the top platform, which can be seen
on the right side of Figure 99 in turquoise. Once the arm falls into this button, it would be held in
place until it was released using the latch. This arm rest was less for comfort and more for the need

of safety and structure. It was also mentioned to the team that there needed to be a place one of the
clients could place a pair of shoes, which was imperative, so the arm rest will also be able to
provide the job of holding the shoes between the cushion and the arm rest. Since a left arm rest
was added to the top platform, this means the way of which the backrest was connected to the top
platform was also changed. Now in the design, there is a double mount where the backrest and the
left arm rest and now attached to the same mount and attached to the top platform.
3 REALISTIC CONSTRAINTS
3.1 Engineering Standards
Nowadays, products have become increasingly complex as society is changing and the use for
best industry practices and industry standards is becoming increasingly powerful in the protection
of public health, safety, environment, etc. Standards are necessary to ensure the reliability of the
materials, products, methods, and/or services. It is an important section to discuss because it
enhances the quality of life. Used by engineers, businesses, governments, and others, it could serve
to improve performance, reduce risks and costs, advance innovation, etc. Globally, the
International Standards Organization manages the standards for products including mobility
devices. It addresses the needs of consumers and other organizations. For this project, the device
is mainly composed of mechanical components. It is also important to note that the device will be
made for conjoint twins who are fragile. Therefore, industry practices and standards are considered
heavily for this project.
Under the International Standards Organization in the section of mobility devices for indoor
and outdoor use, it is important to consider the overall dimensions of mobility devices with the
purpose of a good maneuverability and accessibility, this applies to electric components as well as
their operational conditions. For that reason, our final design has been made with the right
dimensions to fit within the constraints of the interior of their home. When it came to the properties
of the seat cushion the team made sure to obtain the best product in terms of comfort and durability.
Under the ISO standard documents, it is imperative to look at the aging effects of not only the seat
cushion and scissor lift but also the handlebars which will be under extreme use. Furthermore,
under the ISO, the determination of repetitive load strengths for support devices is carefully
considered and mentioned in the operational manual since it’s a determining factor in the safety of
the client.
ISO consists of many regulatory procedures in which many countries are involved, the ANSI
or the American National Standard Institute represents the United States. Our specific product is
intended to be used in the U.S for that reason it makes sense to look for certification under the
ANSI, one sought after document will be the maintenance and inspection of the linear mechanical
actuator, since this is an important part of the device and will be in constant use when accessing
and exiting the device it will most likely need maintenance as part of the standards for better
performance and lower costs in the future. Also, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers is an organization that deals with the standards of electrical components, an electrical
portion of the device is the battery which will be implemented in the device which serves as the
power source of the lifting mechanism. The guide under the IEEE battery systems includes the
battery and dc components including the first protective device downstream of the battery

terminals. The team needs to understand the implications of using a battery in the device as well
as presenting several options for the battery system protection.
After the device is manufactured, the client is given information regarding the device, in this
case the Federal Trade Commission ensures that such information is available to consumers. Also,
when the product is in the market, to improve product quality and enhance safety, the ASTM
‘American Society for Testing and Materials’ is considered under the section of the standard test
method for self-rising seat mechanisms which evaluates the performance of rising or automatic
lifting seat mechanism. Overall, the increasing demand for mobility devices across the world
has led to a rapid change in standards. It is important to work on those to improve quality assurance
and ensuring safe and productive long- term use. Inadequate enforcement of industry standards
and practices could lead to injuries or other negative aspects among its users.
3.2 Economic Constraints
For this project, there is a hard budget of a thousand dollars. The team is already aware that
they will be over the budget with their design. The team will be writing to the client asking if there
could be a financial investment of another thousand dollars. Also, if there needs to be a
replacement for a mechanical part or an electrical part, the part will need to be replaced. Knowing
that this will be a possibility, the team is making decisions based on battery brands and how/where
to buy the required materials for the ease of the users being able to replace them. The main
economic constraint however revolves around the allowed budget and how the team has to allocate
the money based on a timetable. The purchasing of materials began mid-November, which meant
the team made a priority list based on the parts that are needed and when they would be needed.
Since there is currently only a thousand dollars available, the needs to decide what needs to be
received first and build from there until more money is available to purchase the remainder of the
materials.
The main economic constraint however revolves around the allowed budget and how the team
must allocate the money based on a timetable. The purchasing of materials will begin midNovember, which means the team needs to make a priority list based on the parts that are needed
and when they are needed. Since there was currently only a thousand dollars available, the team
needed to decide what to be received first and build from there until more money was available to
purchase the remainder of the materials. To make the prototypes, most of the money came out of
pocket. This allowed us to test the designs and made sure we were on the right track to manufacture
the final design; this was not much of a constraint because the team managed to get the prototypes
done in a timely manner. Another economic constraint before the device can be delivered to the
client will be using the right materials that can last longer because if the team wants a good
performance overall then more money will need to be spent for the right material.
3.3 Environmental Constraints
This mobility device will be in many different settings throughout its lifetime. It will need to be
able to maneuver in some outdoor settings as well as indoor. Since the device is going to be
composed of mainly metal, the effect of weather on the metal needs to be kept in mind. With this
in mind, the metal would either need to have a corrosive resistant coating or the metal itself would
need to be corrosive resistant. The material chosen for the metal components is all aluminum, with
different varieties being used such as 6061 and 7075. Aluminum is very corrosive resistant, so the

fear of the metal in outdoor settings became less of a threat. Also, the device will no doubt be
facing water some time in its life. The device needs to be as waterproof as possible to ensure that
there is no fear of damage or shortages.
Much as the environment affecting the performance of the device in many forms the team is
also aware of the possible outcomes of the device affecting the environment as well. As part of the
ISO 7176, this specifies mobility devices and their battery charges which are meant to operate
without introducing significant electromagnetic disturbances into the environment which also falls
under the societal constraints when dealing with battery powered devices and using it in public in
different settings. If in any case the device to includes Bluetooth Communications as a feature,
then the team will need to make sure it doesn’t interfere with other devices that might connect
automatically to the mobility device and cause disturbance. The team also talked about the
possibility of including LED lights or sensors to the device, but as environmental constraint
questions arise the team needs to understand if the LED lights need to be under a certain brightness
to not cause as much disturbance.
When it comes to environmental constraints, there is also the point of terrains that will need to
be maneuvered. With the thought of who the users are and what they are capable of, the constraints
rely mostly on dirt, grass, concrete, asphalt, and possibly mud or gravel. Although, this is all related
to only the outdoor environment. This device will also need to be able to maneuver through homes,
schools, and businesses. The casters need to be able to be used on tile, hardwood, and other indoor
floor material. For the purpose of indoor and outdoor use, the casters chosen are 10.16 cm (4 in.)
in diameter with a medium hardness for tread. The medium tread allows for the user to be able to
go over uneven ground without fear of tearing up the tread, while also having some shock
absorption from a tread that is not terribly hard. The larger diameter of the wheels allow for more
maneuverability without getting caught on objects such as small rocks. Size wise of the device,
with needing to be able to operate indoors, the team shortened the device from the one that is
currently in use. There should be no issue with traversing doorways or hallways.
3.4 Sustainability Constraints
With any type of machine being created, there is always the risk of something breaking or
something wearing out and needing to be replaced. As part of the engineering standards the device
needs to be made with the purpose of lasting a long time. With the team’s design, the scissor lift
especially, there will be a build of materials given to the users and their family with parts and their
manufacturers in case there is a part that needs to be replaced. The device itself needs to be able
to survive a long time. With proper care, there is no reason for the entire device to be replaced,
however it should be able to be evolved. The scissor lift allows the users to have an adaptive height,
which should not be a height that will change.
As opposed to their current device, this new mobility device will have dimensions and parts
that can be easily replaced even though it is custom made. In case the manufacturer who built the
device is not reachable then with the right material information and dimension the user can reach
out to other manufacturing companies to replace components. Under the operator’s manual there
will be information on how to properly use the device to increase its life. Personal action,
education, and research are important to promote sustainability.

3.5 Manufacturability Constraints
Manufacturability constraints include constraints that deal with whether a part can be
manufactured or not. Having designed our device in a CAD program does not guarantee that
specific parts can be manufactured. In the early stages of the development of the design of the
device, the team had many ideas on how to approach a solution for a smaller mobility device that
included a lifting mechanism. However, not all designs were suit for manufacturing because of
constraints that dealt with parts colliding with each other or simply machines were not able to
manufacture it. For that reason, the team made different prototypes with cheaper materials to see
how the device performs under certain conditions and if it can be manufactured with other
materials such as metal. Along heavy-duty machines, the final design will include the use of 3D
printing machines to design specific parts that are otherwise hard to obtain.
With a limited amount of time available to use the NIU machine shop, the team had to focus
on finding other resources and places to create this device. Most of the metal that is needed for this
device will come raw and need to be machined to length, or completely machined into a shape.
The team will buy as many complete parts as possible to cut down on the manufacturing necessity,
however there are some parts that need to be custom. For example, both mounts for the linear
actuator, the scissor lift bars, and the fixed bearing blocks on the scissor lift will be completely
customized. Whereas parts such as the L-channel frame, polycarbonate, and casters will either be
bought as a whole part or just need to be machined to size. Also, a member of the team has a
relationship with a machine shop where the member can go and machine the raw material for free
and have help from the engineers at the shop. This will allow for the more complicated parts, and
the customized parts to get done in a fraction of the time and have no fear of running out of room
or machines in the NIU machine shop.
3.6 Ethical Considerations and Constraints
Engineering ethics are important because it is seen as the field of study that deals with the
decision or actions made by engineers. In the case of this project, under the ethical constraints, the
team put a lot of thought into making sure the users will be safe when operating the device, and
that people surrounding the device will also be safe. The device is completely customized using
only some parts from different manufacturers, after careful research the team did not find any
patents that will be brought in or used by the group. None of the materials that are being used are
unsafe for usage or toxic by any means which means that the device does not conflict with its
surrounding environment. As the team is constantly improving the design of the device, more
features are being added that can potentially prevent any damages to the user or the people around
it. Features such as stop light or sensor that can indicate whether the lifting mechanism is in motion
or has come to a complete stop. Negligence such as the lack of an emergency stop for automatic
systems can result in injury. Therefore, morally, the engineer is inclined to add such features under
different situations to prevent negative outcomes.
The team is also not trying to gain a profit or use this project for a gain for themselves.
Ethically, the production of device for our own benefit is wrong such as mass producing because
we leave out the aspect of custom-made design which suits the girls if it is made specifically for
them. The team selected this project with the only thought being that they would be able to change
the lives of those who are using it, and to be a part of something that will bring an entire family
joy and show them that they are important, and their needs are being heard. The team had to work
around with the privacy of the family being involved, the family of the users wants their private

lives to remain out of the media, so the team has not talked about the project or the users to anyone
that is not involved with the creation of the device or affiliated with the team at Northern Illinois
University.
There are ethical issues which play a part in engineering design, questions that may arise are:
Is the shape or design of the device suitable for the user and society? Is the final design adequate
in case of a sudden change in direction of the device? Questions like these are considered before
the product is manufactured and delivered to the user. Because of economic constraints the team
also looked to get funds from different organization in exchange for promoting their business by
having logos on the device. But depending on the company this could have been rejected by the
client because of what the logo might represent for the family and society which is part of the
ethical constraint.
3.7 Health and Safety Constraints
As part of the ISO 7176, this specifies the requirements and test methods for mobility devices
and battery charges to minimize the risks associated with the possible exposure to interference and
electrostatic discharge and with the production of electromagnetic fields that could impair the
operation of other devices or equipment. While looking at the possible outcome of this situation
the battery used for the lifting mechanism should be positioned in a place that does not easily touch
other surfaces. Aside from its electrical component, the device has been made in a way to
accommodate the user for a prolonged period in a certain position. The team understands that bad
posture can lead to physical problems later in life so that position of the handlebars and height
constraint of the lifting mechanism is considered.
Constraints that fall within this category would include noise emissions, safety of the users,
hazardous materials, and design of the control system. Although most of the safety concerns will
be addressed in the following section under Safety Issues, it is important to say that the safety of
the users is the main point of focus for the team. The users should never feel uneasy or be afraid
to use this new device. The control system will be based around the linear actuator. Although this
will be a new type of control than the users have been used to, the team will create an owner’s
manual and do all they can to make usage the simplest they can. None of the materials will provide
any safety concern to the users. Noise wise, there will be nothing that is overly distracting or overly
loud for the users. The only source of noise should be from the casters rolling over the ground and
the linear actuator. See Safety Issues to see more about safety measures that were taken.
3.8 Societal Constraints
Looking at societal constraints, the team focused on trying to find a way to allow the users to
have a mobility device that allows them to blend more into society. Their current device is large
and bulky, which does not allow them to have a minimal impact on social events and being in
public. Designing a device that is more contoured to their bodies and minimizing their footprint
would allow for more ease for these users and could also put them at ease and not have them feel
as separated from society. One of the users mentioned previously that they felt boxed in and would
like to not feel so separated from society. Which directed the team in a way to find how the device
could be structured and how large it should be. Immediately the team measured how large of an
area one of the users were currently in. The size was shrunk down to the smallest it could go
without compromising the structural integrity of what the team hoped to design for the lift

mechanism. As for blending into society, the minimalized footprint of the device will take away
stares from others as it is not as bulky as the previous device. Although, it is impossible to
completely blend the users from society, there will be no abnormal colors or flashy items that are
completely unnecessary to allow the users to feel at ease.
3.9 Political Constraints
This mobility device should not run into any issues when it comes to political constraints.
There is nothing on the device that will provide a negative profile on any race, gender, or minimize
any certain group of people. Also, there is no part of this product that will go against any patent or
any group dealing with political involvement. This device will also not be physically or mentally
destructive for the users or anyone around the device.
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SAFETY ISSUES

When dealing with a device such as a scissor lift, there are many issues that can arise from a
safety standpoint. For one, there are many pinch-points that could contribute to serious injuries.
The scissor lift bars of this device prove to be one place where a user could potentially injure
themselves, in turn, there needs to be safety features in place to negate the potential for injury.

Figure 101: Safety Points of Device

Figure 101 above demonstrates the areas of concern for safety on the device. The areas circled
in red are where the team is concerned about pinch points, with the areas circled in black being
where there would be concern for a tip over. However, due to design of the device, there is no
immediate concern for a tip over. With the base of the device being as wide as it is, and the spacing

of the casters, there should never be an instance where the operators would be in danger of a tip
over. Although, the team still decided to guard against the possibility of one. The areas circled in
black show a guard that the team put in place called a “wheel guard”. These wheel guards are
attached to the frame of the device, with a bolt going through a slot on the guard, to be able to be
moved up and down. The team set the height of these guards to be right above the height of the
scissor lift wheel. Since this scissor lift wheel will be going back and forth along frame, the guard
needed to be a few inches long for the ultimate protection of the wheel. The idea would be that if
the scissor lift did encounter a time where the wheels left the track of the frame, the guards would
catch the wheels and not allow them to go far enough for any type of tip over.

Figure 102: Bottom Frame Safety

Along with the wheel guards, the team also put wheel stop blocks on the bottom frame of the
device, that can be seen in Figure 102 above. These wheel blocks are bolted to the bottom frame
of the device. They are placed slightly above and below the limits of the scissor lift wheel. These
blocks are in place in the extreme case that the scissor lift is actuated beyond its capabilities or in
case of actuator failure. In the case that the actuator fails, the scissor lift would most likely drop
since there would be no force acting on it. In that case, the scissor lift wheels would be stopped by
the stop block, bringing the scissor lift to rest before it bottomed out. Also, the blocks protect
against the unlikely possibility that the actuator does not stop at what it is currently limited at. This
would mean that the scissor lift and actuator would continue to move passed what was wanted by
the team or by the user. In this case, the other set of hard stops would stop the scissor lift before it
caused damage to the user or the actuator/lift itself.

Figure 103: CAD of safety guarding

Figure 104: CAD of safety guarding

Figure 103 and Figure 104 above depict photos of the safety CAD model for the enclosure of
the scissor lift. Design of the main guarding began with identifying the limiting parameters.
Guarding had to cover three sides of the lift and the corners between adjoining sides. Gaps had to
be eliminated and any holes or slots had to be of minimal depth so as to eliminate any risk of
pinching or cutting. Maneuverability could not be compromised by the guarding, so each side was
made to a thickness of 2.54 cm (1 in.) or less. With fabrication of larger parts limited to Bridgeport
mills and basic shop tools, it was decided that any pieces requiring features more complex than a
hole should be 3d printed. This greatly simplified the manufacturing process, as thin polycarbonate
is difficult to work with where precision features are concerned. The 3D printer allows for complex
geometry to be achieved with minimal effort.
Due to the 2.54 cm (1 in.) limit on thickness, it was necessary to design the guarding such that
minimal hardware was required. With this in mind, the guarding was designed so that the majority
of the components could be joined using two-part epoxy. Dovetail style slides were used for their
strength and ease of printing. Corners were rounded where the design allowed to mitigate any risk
of injury due to sharp edges. In the interest of simplifying the maintenance process, end stops were
designed to be bolted on to either side of the slide slot, thus capturing the male component of the
dovetail in the slot while still allowing for easy assembly or disassembly.
Further increasing ease of assembly, the guarding was designed as three separate sides which
could be individually assembled and then joined with corner pieces. This also allowed for easy
removal of a single panel without necessitating the removal of the second and third side. Corner
pieces were made to fit the full length of each panel, thus covering the entirety of the gap between
adjacent sides to maximize safety and effectiveness of the guarding assembly.
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IMPACT OF ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS

The teams’ design solution will have an impact on different aspects of life. Globally, this
design solution could encourage people across the world not to be satisfied with their current
situations and to seek an engineer’s critical thinking skills. By proposing this solution, it can also
inspire people across the globe to become an engineer to change the lives of people everywhere.
This will also alert the globe to all the different solutions that can be produced when faced with a
problem.
This design will also create an impact economically due to the price with which the team will
have constructed this custom-made device. Currently, there is an expectation on the market that if
someone wants an electric mobility device such as a wheelchair, they are looking at close to $3,000
and it will not come custom fit for their specific needs. Not only will the team’s solution be cheaper
than that, but it will also be engineered to be a lighter weight so it will be easier to transport than
other mobility solutions. Since this design uses a rechargeable battery system, there will not be a
need to constantly dump money into new batteries. This will keep the long-term economic strain
of the device down for the user.
The environmental impact is also affected by the battery choice as well. By using the
rechargeable batteries, the team eliminates the waste created by just tossing disposable batteries
away. Once the Lithium-ion batteries are of no more use, they can be recycled to benefit the
environment. Most of the body of the design is made from aluminum and other metal that can be
easily recycled when the device is no longer in use. Also, by using an electric powered system
instead of a gas-powered motor system the team are not creating any pollution with the team’s
design and keeping those around it safe from breathing in toxic gases.

Finally, this design solution will have a great societal impact. The team’s solution will
permanently change the lives these craniopagus clients forever. They will be able to confidently
go about their daily lives knowing they can go wherever they need to go. More so, it will change
the expectations for people born with preexisting conditions. Currently, those born with
this condition are expected to live a largely immobile life. This design will show people that with
the help of engineers, the expectations for how they can life their life will be changed.
This design project is an example of why engineers should not be satisfied and how they should
constantly be trying to improve and innovate. The clients had previous devices that, while they got
the job done, they could clearly be improved whether it was necessary or not. This solution should
encourage others to find solutions that work “good enough” and strive to make them work
completely or as good as is currently possible. Hopefully, this design inspires someone to become
and engineer in hopes of making a permanent impact on the world and the people who inhabit it.
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LIFE-LONG LEARNING

By the end of this project, the team will have learned different useful techniques and skills that
can be used to shove ahead in possible careers. This includes skills that have to do with machining
and wiring. With this project relying heavily on machining, the team will have to add on to current
knowledge of how to manipulate various metals to suit different needs. This includes learning how
to operate various cutting and shaping devices as well as learning how to weld joints together.
With the other part of this project consisting of manipulating electricity, there is only strengthening
the knowledge on electrical systems, but also gaining experience on how to safely implement
electricity to benefit the people around the system. This includes choosing electrical components
that can stand up to the elements the device will encounter while making sure the electronics can
safely transmit the required amount of electricity.
Although the team has slight previous knowledge on mechanical systems and how to customize
them, this project has created opportunities that few others will have the chance of working on.
Building a scissor lift was a project in its own, finding the correct math and angles was a learning
experience that was not previously thought about when choosing projects. Learning how to
machine, time management, budgeting and so many other things are now lessons packed away in
the team’s pocket to be further utilized and pursued in their coming careers. Knowing how the
metal must be jointed, how to predict loading, and building the device from scratch will allow the
team to learn the amount of time that a project needs and just how involved the engineering work
force is.
The team will also be building on prior knowledge of electrical systems throughout the design
project. While the team understands how different electrical elements work in theory, it is a
learning process when it comes to physically implementing them. The team has previous
experience building circuits in a controlled environment and that already have the proper safety
precautions in place. For this project, the team will be creating a customized system, and thus
making sure the team includes their own needed safety precautions. This includes choosing proper
wire gauges as well as making sure that wire is properly insulated from the elements. The team
chose electrical components that was felt could withstand the weather. However, by the time the
project is complete, the team will have the knowledge of how to add their own protection to the
electrical components given that they cannot manage their surroundings. When wiring components
together, knowledge will be gained on the standard practice of how to join multiple systems
together safely. Finally, the same amount of effort put into shielding the electricity from water and

debris must also be put into shielding the people using the electrical system from possible harm.
The team will learn how to properly assemble a system that is not only easy to operate but is safe
to operate in all conditions.
7 BUDGET AND TIMELINE
7.1 Budget
The College of Engineering and Engineering Technology of Northern Illinois University has
given the team a budget of $1000 in order to complete this project at hand. However, according to
data sheets created by the team, the $1000 will not be enough to complete the device. For
simplification purposes, the budget will be broken down by subassembly.
The photos that are provided will be broken down into different categories based on the part
being talked about. In the column all the way to the left, the header will be “Part Number”. This
part number refers to the part number of the part in the CAD model based in the system of Genesis
Automation (the company that is assisting the team). The next column is titled “Quantity”. This
will reflect the number of that part that are on the device. Next to that, is the description column.
This column will reflect the basic description of the part. The “Material” column describes if the
material for that part was purchased, donated to the team, or has been modified or not. The
“Manufacturer” column describes where the part was bought from, donated from, or who it was
modified by. If the part was purchased from a company, the second to last column on the right will
display the part number from that company. The last column on the right will describe the total
price per material for those parts. If there is a quantity of zero dollars, that means the team was
donated the parts/material, and it did not cost the team or any contributor money for the team to
have it.

Figure 105: Lower Frame Assembly Bill of Materials

Figure 105 above depicts the bill of materials for the lower frame assembly. Although there
are more features on the device that are not being reflected here, such as nuts, bolts, screws, or
anything added to the device after 4/10/22. The running total of the lower frame assembly came to
around $545.34, not including the tax and shipping costs for the parts bought by the team with the
NIU budget. As can be seen, a lot of the parts for this assembly were donated by Genesis
Automation, and then modified. As can be seen in the previous sections of this paper, this device
is completely customized, and the bill of materials reflects that. Where there is the grayed out
section in the figure above, the material used for those parts was donated from Genesis
Automation, and in turn do not have a cost of store part number.

The next assembly bill of materials to be shown is the front assembly.

Figure 106: Front Assembly Bill of Materials

Figure 106 above is the bill of materials for the front assembly of the device. The front
assembly is least expensive of all the assemblies for the team since all the materials were donated
to the team from Genesis Automation. The handlebars were composed of aluminum tubes and 3D
printed parts, as shown above. The bolts, nuts, and dowel pins that were also used are not included
in the bill of materials, however they were all donated by Genesis Automation as well.

Figure 107: Scissor Lift Assembly Bill of Materials

Figure 107 above depicts the bill of materials for the scissor lift subassembly of the device.
Compared to the previous bill of materials, there are many more components to the scissor lift
assembly. Some of the material was bought from McMaster Carr by the team for this subassembly,
where-as most was bought by Jeff, an outside contributor/worker at Genesis Automation, or
donated directly from Genesis Automation. The running cost of the scissor lift assembly came to
$843.68, however does not include all of the bolts/washers/and nuts that were also donated by
Genesis Automation.

Figure 108: Electronics Bill of Materials

Figure 108 above shows the bill of materials for the electronics. Most of what was used was
donated to the team by Genesis Automation, however, what was bought by the team was very
expensive. In order to power the linear actuator, which is apart of the scissor lift assembly, the
team needed to purchase a control box and batteries. Overall, the cost for everything that was
purchased for the electronics assembly came out to $730.40.

Figure 109: Top Frame Assembly Bill of Materials

Figure 109 above shows the bill of materials for the top subassembly. There are a lot of parts
that the top subassembly is composed out of. Most of the parts, luckily for the team, were
donated by Genesis Automation. Since these parts were donated to the team, the final cost of the
top frame was much lower than it would have been if the team would have paid for it. However,
this does not mean this assembly was cheap, there are still hundreds of dollars of parts within the
subassembly.

Figure 110: Bill of Materials for Safety

Figure 110 above depicts the bill of materials for all the safety parts on the device. Most of
the safety on the device was either 3D printed or was made from polycarbonate. All the 3D
printed pieces were donated to the team, and the team was donated the polycarbonate. Although
the cost of the safety only came to $216.05, this assembly was one of the most important. To
ensure the device could go to the clients, the team needed to make sure the safety was complete
and presented in a way that not only protected the clients from possible harm from the device,
but also was not an eyesore.

Figure 111: Total Cost for Device

Figure 11 above shows the total costs of the subassemblies. These costs do not include any of
the 3D printed parts for the device, labor, cost of material that was donated or the cost of the
hardware such as bolts, washers, and nuts. With the cost of the 3D prints estimated to be around
the cost of $750. The team estimates that the true cost of the device would be at least $4000 if

every single part, nut, bolt, and washer were accounted for finance wise. Most of the money that
was spent on the device came from Jeff, who was an outside supporter of the device. Also, the
team used their budget from NIU while also putting forth some of their own money.
7.2 Timeline

Figure 112: Gannt Chart

Above in Figure 112 is the team’s Gantt chart for the entirety of the senior design project. The
team spent most of the first semester designing the concept for the device. They allowed
themselves until the end of November of 2021 to have a complete design to be able to move
forward with. This design included having a basic understanding of the function of the device
along with knowing how the team would like to proceed with the project. After the design aspect
of the device, the team then divided the project into different subcategories. The main categories
that the team decided to focus on included the bottom frame assembly, the lift assembly, the
electronics along with the linear actuator, the front assembly as well as the top assembly,
prototyping, and lastly build.
This Gantt chart however shows what the team projected their timeline would look like.
However, as time progressed, the team did have to allocate more time into different areas than
what they originally believed would be the case. They believed they would need to allow
themselves from the end of October 2021 to mid-January 2022 to have the bottom frame designed
in CAD and have a design they are positive they want to move forward with. They did not believe
that they would need as much time for the lift of the device, since they had created an idea they
liked and already planned on moving forward with it. In turn, they allowed themselves to have
from mid-October 2021 to the end of December 2021 to complete the main design. The electronics
proved to be more complicated for the team and they did not completely know how they were
going to proceed with this subassembly, so they allowed themselves to have from mid-October
2021 to the end of February 2022. The top frame assembly and the bottom frame assembly, the
team knew, would be hand in hand to complete, so they were started at the same time. They needed
to be started after the lift assembly was since the lift assembly would determine the structure and
dynamic of the top and front assemblies. Prototyping and build began the last two main parts of
the senior design for this team. As previously mentioned in this paper, the final prototype became
the basis for the final device for the team. Build and prototyping were giving a decent chunk of
the year since they would be the most crucial to the team success in this project. The time for build

went all the way until the end of the semester, since the team knew that they would be very pressed
for time.
8 TEAM MEMBERS CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PROJECT
8.1 Team Member 1: Allyson Bowgren
Allyson is the biomedical engineer of the team along with being the project manager. She
designed Alternative Design 1. Also, she made the original CAD model for the Optimal Design.
She designed the scissor lift, along with doing research to determine forces that would act upon
the scissor lift and how to power the scissor lift. She created prototype 1,2, and 4. Allyson was
able to get help from Genesis Automation for this project. She was able to get input from a
mechanical engineer who helped with the CAD model and machining. She helped with all the
assembly and helped with manufacturing. She found the seat to be used, along with creating the
idea for safety for the scissor lift. She was a part of every move of the project. Also, she wrote the
final paper and assigned work for the other team members. She kept the project on track and made
important decisions for the team to be able to move forward with the project.
8.2 Team Member 2: Stephen Loftis
Stephen is the electrical engineer in the group, and his main role was determining the electrical
components to use as well as how to power the system using a mobile source. At first, it was
unclear whether the design would use electricity or not so he worked to determine how the system
would lift. He constructed one of the alternative designs using linear actuators which gave him
experience with the items should the electrical option be chosen. After the team decided to move
forward with an electric scissor-lift, Stephen began looking at the best options when considering
the weight and the sturdiness of the actuator. He determined the actuator chosen had to be not only
lightweight, but able to withstand the multiple outside influences acting on it with respect to the
environment it is being used in. Once the amount of force required from the actuator was
determined, he worked together with Ally to choose the specific actuator needed. From there, he
determined the type of control box that was needed to allow safe and easy control of the actuator.
He found a control box that would not only handle the required about of current and voltage, but
it also had safety features included to make it safe to operate outdoors. Finally, he determined the
type of battery that should be used to keep the system mobile. Drill battery conversion was the
best solution, and he began determining the best order in which they should be wired and how to
convert them into the system using battery adaptors. He will oversee evaluating the performance
of the battery on its own as well as when it is wired into the system. Stephen’s role within the
group for the second half of the design program was building, testing, and troubleshooting the
device’s electrical system. He tested each electrical component individually before combining
them together. Once the system was proven to work, he began testing and adding in additional
features such as the emergency stop and the in-line voltmeter. Throughout this process, he tested
the battery system to ensure it could withstand a day’s worth of uses at varying loads up to 90.72
kg (lbs.). He determined the appropriate wire and protection to use when doing the final wiring of
the device. This includes the final wiring route as well as the choice of mounting devices. Finally,
he was also responsible for writing a thorough operator’s manual to ensure the clients would be
able to get the most out of the developed device.
8.3 Team Member 3: Cristhian Ocana
The third member of this group is Cristhian Ocana, who is on track to obtain his Mechanical
Engineering degree with the completion of this project. Cristhian focused mainly on the front
assembly design of the mobility device which did not require a connection to the electrical system,
but rather on the design, structure, and performance of its components. He designed a device that

was rigid, strong, but light enough as requested by the client. But due to the amount of space it
took, the team decided to design a slimmer version of it. For the second design within the front
assembly, he came up with the sliding motion lever arm idea which needed the inclusion of the
rest of the lifting system but showed many weak points when extended and turned out to be hard
to machine. Along with the dimensions, materials, cost, and documents, Cristhian contributed with
the optimal front assembly design using SOLIDWORKS which initially consisted of 2 folding
arms that was intended to be used to move the device with ease. For the second stage of the project,
the team needed to work on the prototypes to begin testing the quality, performance, and possible
failures before we start the actual machining. This was a decisive step in the project because the
prototypes served for testing some of the changes to come in the design. Cristhian built prototype
number 2 which was very similar to the original design but made from wood. Built out of 4 links
for the scissor lift section, this prototype would allow to test the vertical lifting motion of the
device, as well as getting a rough estimate of how much space it would take and its weight. Along
with the addition of the prototype, Cristhian introduced designs for some of the possible features
including the seat, storage space, holders, LED lights, etc.
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CONCLUSION

A final design for a mobility device was presented, a mobility device that will allow the twins
to be more independent when going from one place to another and at the same time offer the
comfort and stability of a moving frame within the device. By making the lifting system of the
device stable and strong enough to support at least 90.718 kg (200 lbs.), it allowed the girls to have
better control over the device. Being able to control the device not only on the lifting system but
also the overall structure of the device will provide them with better comfort and safety. In addition
to that, features such as wireless remote controls and locking mechanisms will be implemented in
the device for higher efficiency. Overall, the improvements made to the final design have been
shown through different changes and additions to the mobility device. This was clearly visible
through the introduction of the three different alternative designs. Although all the alternative
designs maintained the same purpose of the project, only the most suitable was selected. Each
alternative design contributed to the characteristics of the optimal design. Also, besides the
functionality and efficiency, the motivation for the selection of the optimal device was due to
different factors such a safety features, various constraints, ethics, etc. The team focuses the most
on safety because even the most common mobility device is made mostly for people with
disabilities. By carefully considering the impact of engineering solutions and life-long learning,
this mobility device provides the team with a better understanding for why the project was started
and the benefits it can give to the team, its users, and encouragement to future students to create
and innovate.
In conclusion, building a mobility device for the twins that could replace their current device
requires not only the knowledge of engineering students but also the addition of realistic
constraints such as standards, economic, environmental, sustainability, manufacturability, ethical,
societal, political, health, and safety constraints. All of which are important information to be
considered before the device can be used by the consumer. Furthermore, there was no sufficient
documentation on the work done by others in terms of custom-made mobility devices let alone
their current device. For that reason, the team designed one with no background knowledge. This
led to building the mobility device from scratch and in turn increased the overall cost of the final
design. In summary, the team will be limited to the number of orders placed because of the
economic constraints. The team’s budget now only allows for the purchase of certain parts, but the

team is optimistic that more money will come in later to start working on the prototypes before the
deadlines. Although, the team’s innovative device is custom-made for conjoint craniopagus twins,
mobility devices across the world that are being manufactured and produced also take the same
approach of going through every aspect and detail before it is taken to the market.
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12 APPENDIX
12.1 Updated Specifications
Technical Specifications
Physical:
Material for Body:

Aluminum 6061(tubing and bar)

Material for wheels:

Rubber, polyurethane, plastic

Material for Scissor lift:

Steel and aluminum.

Material for Safety:

Polycarbonate

Mechanical:
Frame Size (including casters):

<=10.4 cm x 7.87 cm X 2.46 cm (L x W x H)

Lowest Height of Device:

7.027 cm (17.85 in.)

Highest Height of Device:

11.303 cm (28.71 in.)

Weight the device can hold:

Up to, and not exceeding, 200 pounds (lbs.)

Weight of overall device(s):

To not exceed 100 pounds (lbs.)

Liftable weight:

200 lbs.

Speed:

Custom (adjustable)

Environmental:
Operating environments:

Indoors, and outdoors

Operatable temperature:

0 – 100 degrees Fahrenheit

Weather conditions:

Water, dust, and debris resistant.

Electrical:
Battery Life:

Constant operation of at least 12 Hours

Linear Actuator:

15.24cm (6in.) stroke length
12 VDC, 3.5-20 Amps

Rechargeable battery:

12 Volts, 12 Amp hours

Safety:
Improper usage of this mobility device can lead to bodily harm of the users.
Fall risk, tip hazard.
Moving parts could catch fingers and other appendages, keep arms and legs within the
device always.
Use over an extended period can lead to parts getting worn down and
becoming loose.

12.3 Supplemental Material
When the project ends, the team will also have created an owners-manual of the device to
provide to the clients. Along with that, the team will also create a spare parts list and where to get
said parts in case something on the device needs to be repaired. The goal of this device is to have
it be sturdy, but also simplistic enough that anyone can do maintenance on the device if necessary.
The team will provide the clients with all the information necessary to continue with this project
in coming years or to be comfortable with taking control of the maintenance themselves.

